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CHAPTER TI ‘ 

GROUP DYNAMICS AND CHURCH MEETINGS 

A. Introduction: Objectives 

One night 2 pastor caze houe from a meeting of the Men's Assembly. 

"You know," he sald to his wife, "I've been making an inventory of what 

Ido. Aside from my pestoral calling end sermon preparation, the 

remainder of my time is spent in getting ready for meetings or attending 

them. Ho matter what kind of meeting it is, 1% takes a lot of my time. 

Therefore I keep asking myself whether or not the comnon ordinary church 

meeting should offer one of the main forces of the ministry to stir 

people to undergo inner growth toward spiritual naturity." 

In eighteen words Professor Herbert A. Thelen, director of the Humen 

Dynamics Laboratory, University of Chicago, says to this minister in 

substence, "Yes, your suspicion is scientifically correct. ‘The face-to- 

fece group working on & oroblem is the meeting ground of the individual 

personality end society." 

This thesis will, therefore, on the basis of the proposition above, 

attempt to set forth the possibilities of effective group action within 

the spiritual fellowship of the Christian Church. An attempt will elso 

be made to determine what acceptable group experiences may rightly be 

utilized in the work of the church. 

  

iy. A. Thelen, Dynanics of Groups at Work (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1954), p- v. 
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It mey be aseumed thet Christians are ewere of their social responsi- 

bility. They interect and relate. Their Christian faith itself functions 

within a fellowship. To the Christian, social responsibility is inherent 

in his Christien faith, and thus to hin sociel education and action 

becoze essentiel elenents in the local church's regular progrem. 

The reports fron the Assembly of the World Comell of Churches ct 

ivenston refer to the Inescspable duty of tae Churches in the tesk of 

ersating « “responsible society." In heeding the call to social action, 

they mentloned that churches Vi need concerned leaders end effective 

methods of group study and action. This Assembly also spoke of the 

selfishness end narrowmess of the averege congregation, of its concern 

for its own social soliderity, its owa worship and coxufort, its om 

budget prosperity. The “workshop” or “group dynamic" church is one way 

of overecanitng “routine Christianity. It pleces the eecent on outlook 

end upreach of the humen being es he learns by doing in ths compeny of 

others .2 

We intend to move in this thesis on a higher level, the level of 

endeevor expressed by Paul to the Galatians: "For you are all one in 

Christ Jesus . « « thru love be servents of one another." 

The power of the Church does not rest upon the power of any "group" 

adynenic, for it is based squarely upon the "dynamic" of the Gosvel--as it 

works thru each individual. It is God's power which worketh in us: “For 

God is at work in you, both to will end to work for his good pleasure” 

(Phil. 2:13). ‘ims the Christian's faith is to be moved into function. 

  

2Mergeret E. Kuhn, You Can't Be Human Alone (New York: Association 
Press, 1956), np. ili. 
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Once he is made a new creature in Christ he is joined to a fellow- 

ship, and is to use the power of his faith “both to will and to work" 

God's pleasure. He ig not to live alone. He is to live within the 

group, a “demonstration leboratory"-of Christian belief in action. Within 

the organized or unorganized group life of the church there are many 

opportunities for “dynamic” interaction, as Christions witness to one 

another, speak the Word to one another, express love and mutually edify 

one another. 

Leaders, and especially pestors, should be aware of the scriptural 

grounds for the possibility of the.building up of church members thru 

group relationships. "Men vwhon Christ has specially gifted, and who 

becone His gift to the Church, hsve one great task in common," stetes one 

weiter, commenting on Eph. 4:11:. "They must exercise their ministry in 

such a way that the 'saimts' shall be ‘perfected’ or ‘equipped,’ in order 

that they too, in a non-professional but effective sense, may became 

‘ministera.'"3 In this way and only in this way shall the whole Body of 

Christ be built up. 

No passage in the Bible is perhaps more crucial for the welfere and 

mission of the Curistian Church today, than this one fron Eph. 4:11: 

And he geve sous, apostles; and sane, prophets; and sauce, evangel- 
ists; and sone, pastors and teachers; for the perfecting of the 
saints, for the work of the ministry, for edifying or the Body of 
Christ. 

fhe RSY translation has unfortunately retained this identical prepositional 

wording. The same wrlter states: "Here, without Linguistic authority but 

  

3yohn A. Meckay, God's Order--The Ephesian Letter end this Pre 
_ Present Time (New York: Tae Macnillan Co., 1953)> Dp. 19. 
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with undoubted ecclesiological bies, the fatel comme efter the word 

‘saints' hes been retained." He mekes the point that chatchuen belk’at 

sanctioning a New Testement "ministry" for ordinary Christians. Yet, 

according to some of the best end most modern New Testement scholarship, 

and scue most reputable translations of the New Testement, the obvious 

meaning of the passage is simply this, nanely, the "saints" are "equipped" 

to serve. J. B. Phillips, in ea free trenslation, renders: “His gifts 

were made that Christians might be properly Saileped for their service, 

that the whole Body satett be built up."2 R. F. Weymouth, in his work 

Zhe New Testauent in Modern Speech, translates the seme passage this way: 

"In order fully to equip his people for the work of serving for the 

building up of Christ's Boay."6 

In favor of this rendering is not only the general tenor of Faul's 

thought here and of his general view of scecial Church functionaries, but 

also the usage of the Greek prepositions involved. While the preposition 

Trey meaning "with a view to,” is used before the preparation or the 

equipment of the saints, e differant preposition of similar meaning, 

ely >» “te the end thet," is used before each of the two phrases, the 

work of ministering, and the building up of the Body. 

The emphasis which is gained by dropping the come and giving 

meaning to the prepositions is important, for it places an urgent duty 

upon leaders end pastors, which they perhans were not aware of previously. 

  

Ntpid., p> 150. 

3J. B. Phillips, Letters To Young Churches (New York: The MacMillan 
Co., 1952), p- 110. 

Gyinckay, op» cit., p. 150. 
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And does not this better translation of Eph. 4:11 hint that perhass the 

pastor ought to be concerned with a subject which will help him "better 

to equip the seints," such as Group Dynemics, for instance? For the 

meaning of the passage, seys Mackay in his book, is this: 

The meaning aopears clearly to be thet the supreme objective of the 
gifted men must be to equip the "saints" that they, in their turn, 
mey engage in ministering, thet they too may be servants, and that 
resulting frou their service the Body of Christ may be built up.7 

All people of the church, both pastors and members alike therefore 

should be concerned ebout the importance of the church meeting, even as 

the discussed passage bears meaning to them. Jolm R. Mott, great American 

organizer and founder of the Young Men's Christian Association, said: 

I have develoned deep convictions about the nower of meetings to 
change personal livas and to change the world. ... And here is 
where the church caves py for the church meeting is actually a 
dynemie group workshop. 

The church meeting admittedly offers "dynamic" possibilities for 

growth and chenge. It is the writer's belief that much can be done for 

the Kingéon of Ged, for the Church, for our ow spiritual wellbeing, end 

for the welfare of those yet to be won--thru cimrch meatings! The vital 

interaction of people in group perticipation in God-releted, goal~ 

oriented, ond tesk-centered activity may well become the climate in which 

the Christien can grow "in wisdon and stature and in favor with God and 

man." May the Holy Spirit bless our efforts. 

| "Tet all things be 
done unto edifying." 

=-l Cor. 14:26 

  

Txpid. 

Speul F. Dougless, The Group Workshop Way in the Church (New York: 
Association Press, 1956), p. ix. 

 



B. Limitations and Scope of the Study 

Group Dynewics, understood es @ social ecience, is a highly theo- 

retical study based on the Gestelt School of Psychology. This thesis 

wlll present a brief over-all view of the theory and mechanics of this 

subject for background purposes. The reader may feel that major emphasis 

was placed upon the "spiritual" values (note quotes!) and limitations of 

Group dynemies for the church, end also upon the concept of a “group 

dynamics" leader's role in a pastorel situetion. 

The reader must not assume thet the writer accepts all of the 

stetements made in this thesis without reservation. The writer believes 

that there are definite Limitations involved in the use of Group Dynanics 

in the Church, as such. However, having presented the theory, mechanics, 

and principals, we are careful to classify certain acceptable procedures 

end technigues which may be adapted for church meetings. 

A thorough study of the many interectional uses of the various 

procedures and techniques is virtually impossible to treat in & Bachelor 

of Divinity thesis. However, the writer sought to give exemplary situ- 

ations for practical applicetion through the use of the "cese-study" 

‘mediua. ‘These also were limited to a treatment of a few procedures and 

techniques, the adult groups of the averege church being kept chiefly in 

mind. To treat all techniques adequately would fill e book! 

C. General Overview of the Thesis 

Briefly, this thesis hopes to show why churches should be concerned   
ebout humen relationships and group interection--in the light of group    
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dynenics. It hints at how Christian faith involves sociel responsibility 

and participetion. Furthermore, it suggests sase objectives end princi- 

ples of Christien leadership. ‘This was a necessary preface to the study 

of acceptable procedures and techniques of group dynemics, for the 

successful use of them demands a leader who is capable of using thex. 

Certain of these procedures and techniques are described in their practi- 

cal vtilizetion by case-studies. 

Chapter two, therefore, discusses and explains the theory end 

mechanics of grows dynamics and factors affecting all groups. Chapter 

three gives the reader both a positive and negative approach to the 

“spiritual” velues of this relatively new field of group selenee. Chapter 

four atteapts to show the superior quelities of a "catelytic” orbartici- 

pent" type leafier. Chapter five is an attempt to classify, define, and 

describe how to use procedures and techniques in somewhat brief style. 

Chapter six narrates (through case studies) the actual use of group 

| dynomies, i.e., its procedures and techniques, in a "live" situation. 

A conclusion and summary follows. 

D. Major Sources of Research 

The major sources used in this thesis were these widely accepted 

texts: Group Dynemics-~Résearch and Theory, by Cartwright end Zander, 

and Dynamics of Groups at Work, by H. A. Taelen. A very helpful source 

was the book by Paul F. Douglass, entitled The Group Workshop Wey In The 

Cmrch. Also used to & great extent were the many issues of the megazins   
Advit Lesdership, the most prominent one of its field in adult education 

and in the study and edvanceuent of the young field of group dynamics,    
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85 it pertains to any imaginable type of meeting or institution. 

; 

 



  

CHAPTER IT 

THEORY AND MECHANICS OF GROUP DYNAMICS 

Tt is assumed that, behind every technology, every policy decision, 

indeed, every behavior, there is a set of understandings of the nature of 

the processes one is dealing with. ‘These understandings may be explicit 

or vague, narrow in scop2 or comprehensive in insight. So also is the 

study of group dynamics‘ 

The development of Chepter II is based on several propositions: 
Theat the necds of individuais cause them to participate in groups; 
that the group as an organism exists to setisfy the purposes for 
which it was gathered together; thet the group is influenced by and 
influences the community; and, finally, that through exveriences in 
the grovp end commmity the individual develops and changes his 

pattern of needs. Thus the line of reasoning comes full circle. 

More specifically, the first part of this chapter states the follou- 

ing: Section one surveys the common psychology of a person's behavior 

which stems frou the person's needs to work cut his relationships to 

groups end to the problews of living. Section two points out that the 

individuel deals with these problems through the processes of feeling, | 

thinking, end doing; and thet the particular balance among these processes 

is characteristic of his .:rsonelity--learned through experience with other 

people. In section three we look at the various sorts of realities with 

which experience deals and which we atteupt to control through consciously 

applied group dynemics. Section: four expleins the develomient of the 

&roup es a whole, & miniature society with its om stenderds of behavior, 

  

1H. A. Thelen, Dynamics of Groups At Work (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1954 ae = )s De 219. 
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needs, and policies for controlling itself. 

The second part of this chapter deals with four chief factors which 

effect the more practical side of this issue, the productivity of a human 

Group » 

Quite admittedly end intentionally the first part has been taken 

largely from Thelen's textbook: “Dynamics of Groups at Work,” the most 

outstanding recognized authority in this field. This part is interspersed 

with explanatory statements fron other sources, especially from Cartwright 

end Zander's primery source, Group Dynamies--Research and Theory. 

The second part rests primarily on the most basic articles found in 

Adult Leadership, the authoritative magazine in the field of group 

dynenics. 

It should be noted thut in this effort to present background meterial 

which will give the reader en understanding of theory and mechenics--the 

opinions here stetes! as fact are not necessarily those of the writer but 

rather the opinion of the sources. 

A. Inherent “Dynamics” of All Groups 

1. Membership: the groups within@ 

In this caonplex world people are interdependent, and the way they 

interact with one another are importent objects of inquiry. The urge to 

get together, to form a group, may be said to be almost e basic human 

instinct. All human life, fron the most primitive savage community to 

the most sophisticated civilizetion, falls back upon this basic ability 

  

2tpid., DD. 223-42.      
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to organize and to work and play together. Groups, consisting of a 

number of individuals banded together for a ccumon purpose and governing 

themselves by certain set rules, follow certain fundamental patterns. 

They exist for purposes of pleasure, sociability, or service. 

Climate: Membership in a group constitutes the right to influence 

and the agreement to be influenced. One must develop the capecity to per- 

ceive his own role and the role of others around hia. The amount end kind 

of shaving with others of which a person is capable are enhanced or 

mininized by the growo "climate." No two groups are alike. There may be 

adequate leadership, a well-shered set of purposes; there may be vast 

differences in view-points in patterning the organization either on 

eutocratic, democratic, or laissez-faire lines, 

Groups which are oriented toward the goais of their members and tend 
to seek stability, continuity, and maturity by their performances <-- 
placing purpose above jrocedure -=- will establish a healthful 
Climate under which the membership can participate effectively.3 

Conflict: Obstacles to effective participation do not necessarily 

arise fron wilfullness, obstinacy, or stupidity, ber se, but may be due 

to other causes. There are sous who withdraw from group life because of 

inability to sustain the effects of the group process, while others tend 

to create "conflict" unless provision is made to modify the membership 

role. A healthy type of aggression is desirable or there would be no 

gein on the part of the members of the group. 

Hiererchy: Each mewber has a place, © role, in the group. He Pits 

into end is part of the social structure according to his personal make- 

up. Because each role differs, there emerges a hierarchy, or “status”   
  

3pid., pe 234. 
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structure systen clearly defining the worth of individuals to the group. 

this stratification of individuals is usually based on demonstrated 

ability in furthering group interests. . Such factors es social cless, 

wealth, occupation, age, experience, skill, education, ete., ere often 

used as lines of demarcation in the hierarchy. The existence of such 

stratification cannot be denied and menbers usually heve ea clear idea of 

where they themselves, as well as their co-members, fit along the scale. 

dust as each member submits himself to the discipline of the group 
ean he learn to conform himself to spiritual values--under the 

- Guidance of the Divine Will. The greater his sensitiveness to the 
group within, the more conscious dees he becoue or its power to 
guide, inspire, or restrain him. And the wider his conception of 
Soe aneee the higher will be his religious ideals to the laws 

of God. 

Velues and Costs: The degree to which a person is capable of co- 

operating with others is determnmined to a large extent by his approach to 

other people, to problems, end to life in general. We think of some 

people as being cheerful, outgoing, as making friends easily, or as 

fecling free to meke demands upon others. On the other hand there are 

those who ere withdrew, reflective, and who have difficulty in asking 

or receiving favors. People thus heve different sense of "value." 

Chenge: Differences in such fundamental properties as character, 

personality, even the I.Q., result fron changes in social environment. 

But "desired" change is also produced through group experience, this 

alteration occurring in people es well as in groups. Changes in the way 

of behaving presumably reflect a new and improved ettitude, insight, or 

Gegree of skill, in addition to changes in maturity and efficiency of 

  

4pasil Henriques, Club Leadership Today (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1951), p. Lut. 
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operation. - 

Three distinguishable types of changes are: 

1. Changes in ability to solve problems, meet decisions, encourage 
or inhibit the fomation of cliques, etc. 

2. Effect on other groups and the comunity. 

3. Change within the individual, reflected in his changed attitudes 
and behavior pattern. 

Since individuals change as a result of working together, there must 

be certain directions of “change.” 

Classic studies prove that redirection of tendencies can be ac- 
complished by the therapy of group membership end lts consequent 
intimacy of commnication. Moreover, experiencing social influences 
and cultural conditions transfome an individual's mentel structure 
by forcing his instinctual drives into certain directions favoring 
soue and blocking others. 

Selected necds and drives which are conditioned by the dynemics of 

interaction in group participation are: 

1. ‘whe need to be in an "identifiable" group 

@. The need for status 

3. Necessity for curbing undesirable drives 

4. The enhancement of self-esteem 

These are further expanded in proper order: 

The need for belonging is the primary wish to identify oneself with 

en edmired group which possesses similar interests, qualities, and 3 | 

Objectives. In answer to this need a menber's desire is to associate 

himself wlth others in order to achieve a tengible goal, accomplish 

  

2B. Cartwright and V. Zander, Group cs--Research and Theory 
(mvenston, I1l.: Row, Peterson & Co-, aaa sho a 

Otpid., pp. 55-57-     
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contact, derive satisfaction in a completed job. This “belonging” 

satisfies instinctive needs for protection, security and affection in the 

sharing of ideals and interests. 

The need for status is recognized in a person's requirencnts for 

nelfsegtenn or a feeling of importance in life situations. For those who 

do not achieve the business or professional success they seek, group 

activities provide opportunities to broaden social, artistic, athletic or 

service contacts and in so doing offer another kind of success and 

recognition--within the group or community. 

By providing ways to serve the church and/or civic endeavors group 
membership not only answers the need for status, but elso enhances 
it occesionally by furthering promotion in one's business or 
profession. 

Group menibership often esteblishes the proper conditions for curbing 

undesirable drives. Que feels an obligation to respond to the behavior 

of others. Awareness of performance standards and limits to expression 

create many desirable standards while cancelling the undesireble ones, 

thus giving a sense of approval. 

The quelity of an individuel's gratification depends upon his 
conformity to the standards of conduct while one's social personality 
becomes generalized by the reletionship between himself and ths 
group. 

The need for the enhancement of self-esteem is not to be confused 

with the false desire for ostentation. Social satisfaction can be found 

by demonstrating a talent, not by ellowing it to lie domant. Creative 

talent, orgenizational or athletic skills, ability to teach, to campaign, 

  

Ti. A. Glasser, editor, What Makes a Volunteer? (Chicego: Public 
Affairs Publications Press, 1955), p. OG» 

Smmelen, op- cit.» p- 228. 
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end to do mission work cannot be used for personal gratificaticn but must 

be put into operation to enthuse, to inform or to help others. Oppor- 

tunities being provided to use whatever gifts he has, interests grow, and 

satisfactions Increase. 

2. Integration: evaluating and acting? 

The tern “integration” describes the appropriateness of the principles 

by which groups control the processes of feeling, expression, and acting. 

"Feeling" is a state of affairs within the group evoked by situations 

end 1s communicated to others by tone of voice, infiection or tempo of 

specch, elaborateness or bluntness of phreses, or any departure of 

behavior fron that which = problem usually requires. People respond in 

many ways to such comaunication. One person may feel defensive, another 

mey respond to a fe:ling of frustretion with an emphatic, “Auen, brother!" 

Expressions signal that we like or dislike the way things are going, 

that we anticipate success or failure, that we heave an adequate grasp of 

the problem. Comments may be a barancter indicating need for ciarifi- 

cation. But, if they arise fran sources such es having had en unpleasant 

experience outside the group, then direct disolay of anger, derision, or 

inedequate grasp of the situation may cause an unnecessary problem, since 

the group will be at a loss how to respond to it. 

If people ere listening to each other ettentively, making contri- 

butions of new ideas, high morale will be indicated and no concern about 

bad feelings are felt. When growth legs and there is over-dependence on 

  

  
9mpid., pp. 245-60. 
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‘the leader it may be advisable to ascertein shared feelings in an orderly 

way. Unbridled acting-out-of feelings has no value. 

Periods of productiveness ere more rewarding than a mere evoidence 
of discomfort or cost. Confidence in goals to be achieved lies in 
the group's past experiences. ‘The group sets up criteria to be 
diseussed, and considers alternatives and plans, for action on a 
new project .10 

While this 1s being enacted the individual member is concerned 

whether the strategy selected will meet his own needs, how much frus- 

tration might be encountered or tolerated, what will others think of hin 

if he dees or dees not assist with the project--wheat opportunities it 

offers hin. All but extremely passive members wish to play some role and 

prefer that it be rewarding to themselves personally. Naturally, these 

personel considerations are not expressed to others. 

4 group meuber tries to evaluate the quality of his membership in 

assoeletion. The "ugeressive™ type "dives" in, making comments and 

testing the approval of the leader and of those members of higher ranic 

than he. The “watcher” experiences his greatest facility with deta which 

others have produced and "processed" for him. His evaluetions are prine- 

rily en echo of the opinions of others. The “plunger” accepts opposition 

and takes action more easily, but nerhaps not too advantageously. 

The kind of member of most help to the group has ean easy relationship 

to problems and people. He is not anxious but acts spontaneously rather 

then compulsively, like the “plimger," or with inhibitions, like the 

"watcher." With this sort of self-discipline, action-chennels are 

available and he does not becane frustrated. 

  

L0cartwright and Zander, op. cit», p. 297- 
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In every association there Usually are set rules or "agreenents." 

There ere also group-sanctioned explenations about why such rules are 

necessary. The question for each group must be whether the rules heave 

enough scope and validity for social learning. If so, then integration 

in the group Increases the possibility of meeting life-situations as they 

cane. If not, then experiencing integretion in group membership makes 

adaptation in other situations more difficult. 

The purpose-minded grouo rather than the procedure-minded one is 
Likely to have en environuent in which the individual learns to 
edapt to the larger world, for which his group provides the necessary 
experience and culture and kmowledge.tt 

The real spirit of cooperation is typical of a mature mind. There is 

souething greater than "what I want for myself.” It is "whet cen be done 

to help others?" 

3. Reality: factors in the problen situation!@ 

The reality principle states that there is a set of conditions in 

which the group operates. These are: 

a. The personalities of the individual members: differences in 
nomealey, adulthood, experience, education, culture, training, 
efficiency, and enuotional reaction. 

b. The characteristics which members have in common: church ef= 
Piliation, Auericanism, language, over-all interest and tenden- 
cies. 

ec. The social relationships between members: position in the 
hierarchy of the group or stetus in camunity. 

@. The nature of the 3: This comprises two levels of influ- 
ence which, dyneani related are, (1) The achievement problen 
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which is capable of logical manipulation and has the highest 
materiel reality. (2) The process problem which is concerned 
with emotions such as enxieties, desires, fears and resentments 
within the group. 

Obstacles to achievement=problen solving are due to the energy . 
diverted to process-problem demands. If energy is unproductive, 
we look for process-problems to account for the trouble. In such 
problems we find difficult-to-describe periods in group life-- 
periods which have the quality of rivalry, of adolescent 
anbivealence between dependence and independence, sudden insights, 
and resistance to work. 

These differentiations carry implications which may threeten to disturb 

the existing balance auong members and impair the solidarity of the group. 

Such factors as cub-conscious group mentality, the reletionship between 

process versus echievement problems, etc., may be necessary to be studied 

so that energy lost may be diverted toward fruitful goals. 

The basic concern is to develop ability for deeling simultaneously 

on ali levels of this principle called "reality." ‘To understand these 

factors is to be able to blue-print 2 set of policies for deciding how 

to proceed. This requires decision among alternatives, which is the 

function of leadership. 

4. Control: developing the group culture! 

Control endeavors to increese the rate of the processes going toward 

desired ends end to slow Gown or inhibit the processes going against then. 

Shere are fundamental differences in approach. Bending people against 

their wishes does not work for long! Groups which achieve have an 

unusual awareness ot their iiosenees which they will tolerate to be used. 

  

13 Ipid., De 269. 
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In general, we think of control as exerted continously during a 

meeting. Conditions requiring control are: 

1. To keep the discussion group-centered so that it is of interest 
to all; 

2. To safeguard ease of expression so members may say what they 
really think; 

3- ‘To keep the discussion at a practical level so that everyone can 
visualize what is being telked about; 

4. o maintain sufficlent sensitivity to wheat happens so that 
participants ere interested and motivated. 

Members have @ certain “readiness” for different goals at given 

times; and there ere times when some members are not ready for any overt 

participation. Co-ordination may be accanplished by a generally-egreed- 

upon plan to overcome obstacles. 

In @ meeting of a certein group, the leader decided to withdraw 
temporarliyv. ‘The members stated talking ebout problems but their 
speculations had very Little basis in fact, they were simply trying 
to maintain their involvement in the group and found interaction 
more gratifying than the eubarressnent of sitting quietly. With 
little to go on, they carried on such learned diseussion as: Are 
we too independent? Does 2 person have to give up his independence 
to work in a group? These questions were simply advanced to fill 

the gap.ls 
) 

This illustration is clted to indicate the impossibility of controlling 

groups effectively wnless there is an accepted work task. With a goal in 

view each member's role is definable end individuals Imow what to expect. 

A control system operates in one of two ways: ; 

1. Through the authority of shared ideas. 

i 2. Through the authority of a particular person or group. 

The first is the ideal of democracy; the second of autocracy. ‘The   
  

1Scartwright ond Zander, op. cite, p. 595+ 
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Gemocratic basis for co-ordination is, of course, the most effective. 

Note that this state of democracy does not mean complete independence in 

the traditional sense. A shared agreement is a social contract. It 

implies that if I feel my action not to be in agreement with my policies, 

‘I must accept the idea that Group yolicies are better than those of eny 

individual. Such democracy is essentially a relationship of trust. 

Because persons can control one another by force or coercion, and 

need to control one another due to complicated divisions in problem 

sOlutions, there arises soue kind of need for regulation and pressure 

toward, stabilization of control. ‘The nature and extent of such control 

becomes a part of the fremework of rights and duties--the structure of 

authority. 

This entails the embodiment of authority in 2 leader. The concent 

of leadership is a means for developing, maintaining, and modifying the 

Group control system. Leadership, though vested in one person, is to be 

considered es 2 function and not actually a person. The culture of ea 

Group is determined to a large extent by the kinds of policies leaders 

have. 

B. Factors Effecting Group Productivityl6 

This part of the chapter concerns the factors which effect the work 

of @ group. It attempts to describe these factors in such e manner that 

leaders and group menbers will be better able to relate this theoreticel 

knowledge toward the more practical purposes of: (1) Develoving ways of 
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promoting group growth; (2) Plenning more effective procedures. Factors 

effecting such work can be divided into at least four chief areas: 

1. Involvement 

2. Interaction 

3.. Cohesion 

h. Task Requirements 

This classification can at best, be sonewhet artificial, for the 

factors in one area, are usually interacting with factors in other areas. 

However, almost any logical clessification makes the observation and 

enalysis of theoretical group dynamics e bit easier for practical purposes. 

1. MInvolvenent 

fo form an opinion about the involvement of e group it is helpful to 

ask: Why are the members here? Is the group attractive to them? Why? 

How much stake do the members have in the outcaue of the problems 

discussed? ’ 

The involvement veries fron meeting to meeting. It depends uvon the 

members' Interest in the topic under discussion and on their freedom fran 

outside distractions. To some extent involvement may be estimated fran 

the rate of absences, late arrivais, and the turn-over of group members. 

There are several ways in which involvement may be increased. 

Members are attracted to groups that give prestige, that acconplish 

things worthy of recognition, and, in generel, meet their personel needs 

and interests. It is useful then, to emphasize and dramatize the various 

sources of attraction for the members. Pointing out the acconplisiments 

of the group, helping it to have joy in its work, and securing recognition 
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for its work from outside sources (publicity), ere typical examples. 

Tnvolvement can be increased from within the group by helping the 

menbers pley more active roles. Role Satisfaction is extremely important 

to the dynamic interest. More active roles, for exemple, can be created 

by rotating the jobs of planning, working on camittees, and by asking 

members frequently for ideas and sugsestions. 

A post-mecting reaction questionnaire may be found of valve in 
diegnosing the intensity of involvement. Eveluation of any kind, 
whether it be polls, "feedback" situations, questionnaires, etc., 
should ask questions such as these: “What do you consider the 
strengths end weaknesses of this meeting?” “Wheat could have been 
done to meke the meeting more successful?" “What do you suggest 
for the next meeting?"17 

Such evaluetion has the effect of clarifying the objectives of the 

group since all members are able to express themselves freely. A reguler 

evaluation period helps in wnderstending the feelings of members and 

presents a channel for all to heve e “say” in the groups' agenda and 

procedures. Taunus is the factor of involvement important to group 

productivity. 

2. Interaction 

A study of the interaction pattern of a group shows & great deal 

about the effects of the size of the group, of stetus or position differ- 

ences, and of provlem members. An enalysis of the different contributions 

shows whether they were relevant to the task at hand, or whether they 

were contributions which helped build and maintein the group. It also 

shows whether a few menbers were carrying the bell or whether all were 
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participating and sharing leadership and responsibility. 

The size of the group is important. It should contain all the 

people necessary to do the job that needs to be done. A group that is 

orgenized to exchange information can be a lot lerger than a problen- 

* solving and decision-making group. 

Sone research has suggested that ten to twelve is the best mmber 
Zor a problem-solving group. if the group is very much larger, then 
techniques and procedures adapted to lerge croup meetings should be 
used. As the size of the group 4 FOS. the problem of communication 
becomes increasingly difficult. 

A study of the interaction patterns of @ group also reveals the 

"oroblen-mewbers." These may be the over-participators or doninators, 

and the under-particlpatr6s. They may also be the blockers, the di- 

@ressors, the special-interest pleaders, and the with-drawn members. 

Helping these members become aware of the effects of their behavior is 

often a big step toward the working out of the problen. 

Recognizing these tendencies enables the membership to push for a 

balance by: 

1. Encouraging "Low status” members to participate. 

2. ‘Trying to analyze everyone's contribution cheritably, on its oun 
merit. 

3. Cohesion 

The degrees Of cohesion oe “"groupness" is directly related to the 

involvement of the members. Some groups, however, my, have e high degree 

of cohesion based on mutuel friendships alone, and the menbers mey not 

even be involved in eny work of the group. A certain amount of grounness   18ypia. 
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or cohesion within ea group makes two veluable contributions to well being: 

1. .It maintains the group. Low cohesion is liable to have a high 
rate of turnover end absences, or just disintegrate. 

2. A cohesive group can develop standards of teamwork which have a 
strong influence over the behavior of menbers. 

A group with low cohesion is often unable to make decisions because 

members do not feel obligated to moderate their individuel positions in 

the interest of securing egrecment and common action.19 

When members understand each other, there is likely to be good 

“cohesion. Such groups are more productive because, for one thing, members 

are eble to discuss problems of morale through evaluation periods, and 

then face conflicts on their owm power, and are able to coamunlesse nore 

easily and to deal with threats to its continuity more readily. 

A special, friendly, get-to-know-each-other time can contribute much 

to this cohesion factor. 

Pask Requireuents 

A good place to start is with the goals which ere common to the 

group members. Each member should have an onportunity to contribute to 

the goels, and care should be taken that those who don't contribute, at 

least understand the goals. 

the goals. It is useful if the group is acquainted with different 

procedures for cammunication, study, and decision-making which are ap- 

propriate for various needs. These may be, to mention a few: 

  

    

Next, sone sort of flexible plan should be developed for reaching | 

19cartwright and Zander, op. cit., p. 126. 
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1. Free discussion 
2. Business session 
3. A sveech 
4. Acese study 
5. Evaluation period 
6. Panel or symposiun 
7. Role playing 
&. Buse groups 
9. Use of visual aids : 

i>. Any cosbination of these. 

Incidentally, this whole process of task requirements and the four 

factors of group dynamics mentioned in this section were clearly experi- 

enced in an elective course, Number 582, "Christien Education For Adults," 

taught at Concordia Seminary by Professor Harry G. Coiner. This course 

includes a worthwhile training in group dynemics for church use. 

From time to time it is important to evaluate the movement of the 

group: 

Goals may be carried over fran one meeting to another, perhaps in 
the form of agenda items. It is helpful if the meeting is planned 

v ahsed of time, though the agenda should be subject to change at the 
next meeting in case important items have come up between times. A 
check should be mede at each meeting to sec if the decisions of the 
last mecting were carried ous. If repeated failure is evident, 
perhaps e& revision in the use of certain methods would be advisable 
for the task requirements of the group.20 | 

The factors of climate, involvement, interaction, cohesion, and task 

| requirements are useful considerations when we set about analyzing the 

growth and developuent of any small group. It is one thing to locate 

areas where improvement is needed, and quite another thing to bring about 

    

        
    
    

such improvement. Here are a few suggestions for helping a group improve 

| its latent dynamic power: 

1. It is helpful if the group understands the theory of group 
dynemics, whet is involved in change, and can see the advantage 

20pimock, Ope Cite, Be 82.   
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of doing things a new way. 

2. It is helpful if the group can be trained to make the decision 
itself in trying out the new woy. ‘The group should particinate 
in meking the change. 

3. Having made the change, the group must make sure thot the new 
wey is really more effective than the old way.<t 

athe use of group dynemics depends to a large degree for success on 

how well the leader or the group applies the theory and employs the 

mechanics. This a view of “group-dynamics-applied," through the medium 

of case studies, which are included in a later chapter, is pertinent. 

One word of caution. Changes develop slowly, as a rule. Aspirant 

users of group dynemics should be eware of this. Each chenge toward a 

"dynenic" situation brings added value to every meeting, both in tems of 

productivity for group tasks end in a feeling of accomplishment on the 

part of the individual members. A church group may, in certein areas of 

activity, employ the theory and mechanics of group dynemics to advantage. 

Toward that end the study of this thesis is undertaken. 
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CHAPTER IIT 

THEORY OF GROUP DYNAMICS Ii CHURCH RELATION 

A. Spiritual Velues of Group Dynanices 

One might sey thet in recent years soclologists, psychologists, 

psychiatrists, personnel srecialists and educators, have rediscovered 

“groups” and their importance to individuals.l Others who have been 

studying in the field of “group dynemics” heve helped us to see that 

within any group are forces which vitally influence a person's growth end 

behavior. These forces have e great deal to do with what @ person learns 

end the kind of person he becanes. 

1. Realizing the mission of the church 

How we might ask, In wheat way can group dynamics be related to the 

mission of the church?” Possibly several observations will help clarify 

this matter. 

&- Confronting the individuel.--There is @ new ewareness, these 

dsys, thet salvation is not a transaction between an individual and God-- 

in the sense that it is carried on without relation to or concern for 

other people .2 

  

  

igara Little, Learning josether in the Christien Fellowship (Richmond, 
Va.: John Knox Press, ¢.1956), ne 14. 

    

2Reuel L. Howe, Man's Heed and God's Action (Greenwich, Coun.: 
Seabury Press, 1953), Pp: (5-10. 
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The whole story of God's dealing with man is e record of His working 

with the individual in coumnity.3 For exemple, consider the books of 

the Prophets in the O1d Testement. He does not wait for men to cone to 

Him, but He seeks them out through their experiences. ‘Thus any creative 

interaction of men, struggling together to hear what God says in their 

everyday Life, becomes an area in which the Holy Spirit continucs to 

confront then.4 

God's ultimate revelation is that of a Person speaking to persons. 

God incarnate in Jesus Christ, the "Word made flesh," speaks to man in a 

profoundly dynemic way. Sanehow when s person “believes on Jesus Christ," 

all that he is or does, witnesses to other men of this Christ and in his 

epeaking the Word he becones an instrument thru whom the Holy Ghost 

causes others to believe also. 

The Holy Spirit creates that kind of Chureh ia which the Truth can 

be coumunicated. Thus the Church becoues most truly “the” Church when 

its members thru the Word are discovering together God's will for them in 

their inmediete situations. In the experience of searching together ‘the ee 

Holy Ghost makes known to the group truth which may be hidden fron the 

individuel in his solitude. 

Note especially St. Paul's words to the Ephesian Church on this 

subject: 

  

3Little, op» cit., p. 21. 

Nypid., p. 22. 
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Speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in every way unto him 
who is the head, into Christ, from whom the whole body, joined and 
knit together by every joint. with which it is supplied, -when each 
part is working properly, makes bodily growth and upbuilds itself in 
love (Eph. 4:157.). 

b. The "redeeming commmity."--Nensie Blackic Anderson hes written 

in a helpful booklet for students of Group Study that when we cali a 

Christian organization e "reconciling" or a "redemptive" (quotes are ours) 

community we are really seying that in sone way it is expressing the life 

of the Church in that particular locality.© 

But, the Church's existence, yes, its very life, has canpulsion that 

it preach the story of forgiveness of sins through Jesus Christ the Son 

of God! Therefore, the “Live™ Church is part of, even is--the Body of 

Christ, in whose life the work of love and redeuption is to be constently 

expressed end renewed. And it is the Church, the Body of Christ, which 

carries on the work of reconciliation.7 

Now how do we as individuals, or collectively as = ckurch, becone 

part of the Eody of Christ? Obviously, it can only be when we have cone 

to eccept this “living” Christ in faith, and are made into a redemptive 

community or force through the Indwelling of the Holy Ghost. For every 

one who hears end enswers God's Word becomes a pert of the Body of Christ, 

perticipating in the life of an orgenisn in which the gifts or special 

abilities of each one are needed by ell members of that organism, for 

mutual edification and well-being. 

This bearing of one another's burdens is in a real sense a part of 
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the ministry of the Church, a ministry sheared by laymen end clergy alike, 

and recalls the doctrine of the priesthood of all believers as e “profound 

Christian truth" which ic ignored. “at the peril of personal and ecclesi- 

astical sickness." It is, indeed, “one essential condition of being a 

Christian.”5 

Rose Suyder interprets thie doctrine of the "priesthood of all 

believers" by reference to Martin Luther's instructions to Christians to 

act "reciprocally end mitually on the Carist of the other" end to “put 

en our neighbor." 

"To put on our neighbor” means that all the resources of our life 
are aveilable to our neighbor . . . and that we put on the way he 
sees and feels the world, his sorrows, anxieties, and frustrations. 
We deal with them as if they were our owa.9 

2. Enccureging fellowship and fostering love 

Fron the section on Evangelism of the Evanston, Dllinois Conference, 

cane & statement which, in essence, states the reasons for the enphasis 

here given to the importance of, and need for, group dynarics.in the 

Christian fellowship: 

The Church which God uses to ccumunicate the Gospel is. a fellowship, 
@ koinonia, draw and held together by the love of Christ through 
the power of the Holy Spirit and by the need and desire of its 
members to share this experience with each other and to draw those 
Outside this experience into that koinonia. ‘The evangelizing Church 
will offer this gift in its preaching and teaching, especially 
through the individual end group witness of its members .10 

  

SRoss Synder, "Group Dynamics in the Life of the Church," Religious 
Education, XLV (November-December, 1951), p- 323. 
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@. Fellowship through dynamic situations.--Can our churches really 

be fellowships in this sense? Can they be redeeming forces in society? 

To give the people the experience of fellowship in our society today may 

require “another reformetion" in many churches. 

Margaret E. Kuhn suggests en appraisal of the Church's program end 

purpose of group life in this way: Uae 

1. We need to revise our ideas ebout the role of groups and the 
characteristics of group life in the Church in relation to man- 
kind's yearning for fellowship and comunity. 

2. We need new coupetence in effective group epproaches to the 
human mind and spirit, utilizing 2 variety of methods to improve 
the group life of the church. 

3- We need to discover the ethics of complex group relationships 
for Christiens 11 

Although humen beings are sinful and self-centered, they yearn for 

satisfaction beyond themselves. Their lives attain completeness only in 

comunity with others, and in efforts for the Good a Reuienber 

Christ's words: "He that loses his life for my sake shall find it.” 

This, of course, is idealistic. Yet Christians are deeply concerned 

about human relationships. Many thousends of churchmen find deener 

fellowship in a union, 4 trede association, or ea lodge. Moreover, many ~ 

persons in modern society; have lost ea sense of commnity, and honestly 

seek it in the Church.12 

Eut ell too often churches provide only a superficial sociability or 

cligueishness that misses all of the deep implications of the Christien 

Uyunn, Op. cite, Re 3. 
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fellowship. Undoubtedly there are opportunities for a vitel fellowship 

through the numerous groups and orgenizations that ere found in every 

church. 

Such vitel groups are, unfortunately, ell too rere. Far more often ~~ 

we find groups in which most of the menbers engage in activities merely 

in @ spectator cepacity, rather than as a perticipant understanding and 

shering in the purpose of the activity. Occasionelly, a member may be 

vaguely stirred by hearing an interpretation of the message of & prophet, 

or by an elusive idea thet almost touches hin. But nothing real happens. 

Too concerned about himself and what neople think of him to be interested 

in, or feel enpathy for, those other psople, he moves on, lonely in ‘the 

midst of many people end anxlous ebout sonething he knows not whet. Ons 

: weiter has sald: 

| Our comimumities end churches are Zllled with frightened and lonely 
people who, being afraid to give theuselves in rersonel encounter, 
seek solace in the confort of things, to suffer from an in- 
ereascd sence of estrangement and death. 

| Why ell this herangue on negetive conditions in the church? Simply this: 

Waen the sense of security end fulfillment so necessary to human beings 

is found more often through participation in seculer grouns then in 

| church groups, it is time to be troubled. ~ 

is it possible that group dynamics and its principles and procedures 

(rightly understood and applied) may have great value for an effective 

end vital fellowship in the Church? | 
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b. Love, the result of fellowship.--A writer mentions that “the 

creation of en atuosphere of understanding and acceptance is basic for 

learning to teke place end be assimileted."14 she sees certain impli- 

cations for the church. So ought we! ‘The understanding end ecceptence 

of which public educators and group work egencies speek ere, in the 

church, love and forgiveness: These two charecteristics vhich the church 

expresses bear with them a power which may sustein that individual who 

responds in faith to the love of God, and which is revealed to him 

through the fellowship of the church. 

Now whet is love--the type to which & study of ethical group dynanics 

might be applied? At the foundation of the whole teaching of the church, 

as lt relates to positive change and ea working fellowship, lies the 

motivating concept of love.15 

Actuelly, love in © secular sense means an inner urge to action that 

leads @ person into immediate, personal, and helpful contact with others. 

Love is an outreaching ect of helpfulness of one person tovard another.16 

Renderlite defines the meaning of love operationally by seying that: 

We must rot make the misteke of thinking that love is easy. Love is 
of the will, requiring thought and decision. It is not a warm 

  

Livejorie Felder, "Iaplications of Group Dynamics for a Philosophy 
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feeling only; it contains an element of calculetion, a demand for 
personal action._T 

These statements may be true in themselves, but when we speak of an 

“operational love” in the truly and wholly Christian sense of “agape” we 

mesn that it is the love of God towerd us and expressed toward men--for 

Christ's sake! St. Paul describes love operationally when hs says: “Love 

bears all things, hopes all things, believes all things, endures all 

things “Le Every consideration of the church in connection with group 

dynemies, takes ite point of departure from this "working" concept of 

love--the emphasis being on working. Tims, love as an attitude toward ~ 

people is always expressed in the performance of e role.19 

When people, who essociate with one another in any of the many 

meetings within a church, cone to look upon themselves as performing 

necessary roles to echieve purposeful goals in the spirit of Christian 

love, then the group begins to be spiritually productive. It ceases 

merely to go through routine motions; it begins to move forward in = 

direction, and spiritual love is on the inerease, as Christiens out of 

love to Christ and for his sake express "action love" to others in their 

church meetings. 

3. Increasing christian character and growth 

Many pestors have directed our Christian teaching largely to the 

  

1TRechel Henderlite, A Call To Faith (Richmond: John Knox Press, 
1955), DP- 164-87. 

18jemes Moffet, translator. The Holy Bible (New York: Harper & 
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individual while paying little attention to the forces operating in the 

groups into which individuals ere gathered. OQne may follow tne practice 

of simply trying to convert more individuals, end assume that right 

attitudes and relationships inevitably follow. Or one may pay attention 

to the individual as he is related to the groun. 

Social psychologists have been telling us that it is often easier 

to change the ettitudes and behavior of a group of people than it is to 

re-educate one individual, because it is often group forces which really 

mold his life .©2 

&. Character for the individuel.--Ever since Hugh Hartshorne end 

Mark Mey began their research in charecter education, a querter of a 

century ago, social scientists have susyected that moral character is a 

_@oup phenomenon as well as a personal attribute 21 

Character hes group roots; and the church which operates with group 

dynemics may despen these group roots by strengthening healthy patterns 

of interpersonal relationships. Hartshorne puts it this way: 

The normel unit for cheracter education is the group or small 
comunity which provides through co-operative discussion end effort, 
the moral support required for the edventurous, and discovery plus 
effective use of ideas im the conduct of affairs.22 ) 

Be Group dynamics carried on within the framewors of the church can 

justify ite existence only in so fer es it shares in the church's work of 
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fulfilling God's eternal purpose for the individual soul.23 For trensfor- 

metion of personality really occurs only as men meet God, Who in His 

grace seels them out. Drawing them to Himself, away fron their self-love 

and inadequacies, God enebles them to becoue "a new creation.” And it is 

through a supporting power (that quality of life provided by the Christian 

group dwelling in the Holy Ghost) that thie transformation is enhanced. 

45 men changes, he moves toward Christian naturity. 

And is not "edification" in part, included in the doctrine of sancti- 

fication? Dr. J. T. Mueller etates: "In its nerrower sense sanctifi- 

cation denotes the inward spiritual trensformation of the believer,” and 

also, "Where there are true Christians they give themselves and all they 

have to serve Christ and His om."2* 

Thus those who experience the new relationship with God, who have 

this sense of being made whole, feel an inner compulsion to help others 

discover in their ow lives the power of God's redemptive love. Eecause 

they ore themselves free, they can accept new ideas, meet hostilities, 

end care for many unlovely people. Khowlng himself to be loved, he can 

love. And thus he becomes himself a man of character! 

b. Group "growth" through role satisfaction.--How what is good for 

the group. Groups, let it be understood, can be just es heelthy (and 

just as sick), es a humen being. A sick group manufactures spiritually 

sick oeople .25 

  

23Little, op. cit., p. 20. 

245, f. Mueller, Christien Dogmatics (St. pease Concordis, Pub. 
House, 1951), pp- 36h, 

25pouglass, Op. Clie, Be 12. 

  
 



The sick group fails to provide for full and genuine exploration, 

involvement, participation, and action. Recognized fran a study of its 

symptoms, it becomes & timid, suspicious, trivial, and ingrom "inte- 

gretion." It provides no challenge and brings to focus no major issues. 

Such &@ group is not only sick, it is moving futilely to slow but certain 

death. <A healthy group, on the other hand, is productive for the very 

Opposite reasons. 

Now any group which hopes to provide the "climate" for character 

Growth, reauires performance skills. livery group needs to recognize this 

fact end provide for prover in-service training. "Skills," Hertshorne 

says without qualification, “are basic to character." Inileed, “the good 

intentioned bungler lacks something which belongs to genuine charecter."26 

Tt is @ general psychological principal that people enjoy what they 

do well, end increasingly better. They feel they belong together, they 

develop tean spirit, high morale, and theiz individual perforuazice deepens 

group roots of character. 

Since character develops in groups which develop skill and thus are 

productive, we must seek to make them so. <A group in order to be pro-= 

ductive must provide role satisfaction to its menbers.27 

What is meent by 2 role? It is a functioning position occupied by | 

an individuel in the working program of @ group. It is like a position 

on & ball team which e@ baseman must skillfully pley to win the game. In 

the current theory of mman relationships the role is the chief? social 

  

26uartshorne, Ope Gite, pe 258. 

2Tpougless, op. cite, p» 14.        
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consideration .25 

And group dynamics provides that necessary consideretion in abundance. 

For practice in the skill of doing, which its procedures and techniques 

provide, is essential te every step in character. growth and role satic~ 

faction .29 

fhe totel verformance of such a heaithy Christian group creates a 

spiritual climate that infuses the members with a deep sense of soul 

setisfying end thankful achievement. It may Indeed be "a- working of the 

spirit" among people of “one accord.” Loyalty to ea group of this type 

can in no way deter fron the greater loyalty to the church. On the 

contrary, it showld intensify one's church affilletion. 

Dr. Oscar E. Feucht of our Missouri Synod supports this line of 

reasoning well: 

This is no denial of the fact that only the Holy Ghost can make 2 
Christien. Nor ea deniel of the truth that nothing but the Gospel of 
Christ can bring about 2a true conversion. It is simply saying whet 
must be sald, namely, that the Gospel must have e human channel. 
God does not choose to rain Gospel tracts from heaven upon Indie or 
Africe. He uses men! The pastor who has set for his goal a ministry 
which seeks to make his people self-reliant priests of God, "thru 
role satisfaction,” (words in quotes ere ours) able to lead their | 
own household in all spiritual things, is wise.30 ) 

B. Spiritual Limitetions of Group Dynemics 

A study of this nature can be fair only if both sides of the story 

  

28taicott Parsons end Edward A. Shils, editors, Toward A General 
Theory of Action (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1951), passim. 

29poublass, op. cite, p» 15. 

3°golisting And Training Kingiom Workers, edited by Mo. Synod 
Comittee on mnlisting and Training the Laity (St. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing Houece, 1952), pp- 24f. 
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are presented. Group dynemics--the writer feels--does have its limi- 

tations. And the Christien leader, above all, should be acquainted with 

them. For he is dealing here not with "principalities and powers," but 

with souls which belong to Christ. The following limitetions are of 

mejor concern. 

1. Will not produce spontaneously chenged persons 

It is dangerous to assume thet procedures in group dynamics will 

autoustically produce changed persons, or even thet it is the only 

approach to people. 

Leaders may mistakenly assume progress when they see people active 

or talkative. This "misplaced participation" says one modern writer, 

may be found in business where they strive for high morale by consulting 

and planning with all levels of workers in what is often only a gesture 

to make them think they have a part in decisions; this, he says, is not 

positive participation.3t 

Along with thet goes what he calls "false personalization.“ When 

there is forced display of abnormel personelity for the benefit of the 

group, the result is that of manipulatory and false character.J@ People 

can become themselves only when they are freed by looking for sonething 

Outside themselves. Unless people follow through in group work with scaue 

individual thinking on their ow pert, they mey heve nothing to contribute 

or receive from the group after a time. They merely "pool ignorance," 

  

3lpavid Riesman, The Ionely crow Crowd (Hew York: Doubleday & Co, 1953, 
Anchor Books Baition), pp- 302fr. 

32L1ttle, op. cit.» p< 27. 
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someone hes said, or engage in "intellectual ping-pong."33 

All this represents the extreme, of course. So long as people's 

concern for one another is genuine and as long as there are persons of 

Christien integrity, such denger can be avoided. 

2. Too much ewphasis on procedures versus »urpose 

Because there are certain procedures which seem to result in better 

participation than others, these procedures tend to be employed indis- 

criminetely, whether they are appropriate for the occasion or not. They 

4 may, in fact become ends in themselves, and a pastor or lay leader may 

feel compelled to use certain methoda, more because they are "fashionable" 

‘than because they can accomplish desired goals.3* 

This does not mean to say that people are to avoid knowing about 

methods, end mastering their use; rather, it 1s to emohasize the value 

of knowing the why behind them, and then using them wisely... This is 

doubly true when a pastor attempts their use as @ tocol for the Holy 

’ Spirit in building God's Kingdon. For procedure which has no spiritual 

¥ purpose in connection with church meetings should be re-evaluated. To 

substitute group procedures for the means of grace is unthinkable. 

3. Yoo much emphasis on the group versus the individual 

i Living in a culture which develops people who desperately need 

| social approval, the Church may unintentionally allow the group (rather   
33study Groups and Their Leadership (London: SCM Press, 1950), v. 9. 

34pattle, Op. cits, De 28.  
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then truth es communicated through the group) to became the determining 

influence on the lives of its members. 

Edwerd R. Gross, in en interesting erticle entitled "Group Worship-~ 

The New Orthodoxy?" stetes: “What is disturbing about the current 

emphasie on the group is that too much is expected of it. Group pertici- 

pation is being offered as an answer to ell problems ."'35 

The “Year of freedem,” he says, "1s the reason why the faith in the 

group has arisen and such high hopes are held for it."35 or the indi- 

vidual faced with a difficult decision or problem which requires careful 

thought, it is always much easier to join ea group, because this throws 

responsibility on the leader and gains the added sanction of social 

approval! 

Yet when people become “other-directed," they feel guilty, not about 

failure to live up to inner spirituel standards but about feilure to te 

populer, or to manage smoothly their relations with other people.37 

Now, obviously, 2f e person says, “I'll go elong with the group,” ) 

in order to secure approval, he is defenting the whole purrose of what 

has been projected as an opportunity for Christian growth. It metters a ‘ 

great deal thet the goal of group procedure in church work is not to 

develop “other-directed" people, but, people whose lives are directed by 

their Christian faith. For in the final analysis, the person stends 

alone, faced with gulfs not encaupessed by any group. 

  

35gaward Gross, "Group Worship-~the New Orthdoxy?" Adult Leadership, 
Iv (April, 1956), 4. 

36mpia., p. 6.   3TRiesman, op. clt., p- 28. 
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Indeed, it is because a man becones & person, a self, only as en 

"individual in coumunity"38 end a Christian only as a member of the body 

of Christ thet the use of group dynemics is here conceived of as an 

instrument for the fulfilling of God's purpose for man. 

4. Theoretical assumptions are not scientific 

"Religious educators," says R. G. Gunderson of Oberlin College, 

"should be aware of dangers in endorsing this group dynamics 'furor' in 

which: (1) basic theoretical assumptions are open to serious challenge; 

and (2) advocates make exaggerated cleims of scientific virtue."39 

The imperative need for more healthy humen relations (in our churches 

as well) makes the study of group dynamics almost too inviting for 

application in religious work. 

This is also true of pastors who wish sane quick, yet scientifically 

sure-fire method of putting that magic dynanic spirit into every one of 

their church groups. But in studying individuals as they participate in 

groups, religious leaders end pestors will do well to rely upon a psy- | 

chology which demands controlled experimentation, carefully defined 

terminology, and an honest recognition of limitations .40 

This can be said because of definite reasons. Group Dynemics is 

based on the old Gestalt psychology, and as ean outgrowth of this type, it 

hes "sone of the virtues and most of the vices" of "Gestalt 

  

rattle, op. clt., p» 29. 

39g. G. Gunderson, "Dangers in Group Dynamics," Religious Education, 
XLIV (November-December, 1951), 344. 
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psychology. "L 

However, most exponents of group dynamics, like the Gesteltists, are 

willing to accept subjective observation in experimental data, a practice 

which many psychologists challenge. in attacking their impatience, in 

contrast to the “slow, painstaking methods of science," for exemple, Henry 

Winthrop meinteins thet the “dynamicists are in the venguard of the 

retreat frou reason. "42 

In an unusually brillient article in The Psychological Review, I. D. 

London criticises Lewin’s work as “this translation of previously recog- 

nized facts into the unfemiliar and compliceted language of a psendo=- 

metheustles, totelly unrelated to the needs of psychologicel theory."43 

iu conclusion to this section let 1t be said that rejecting the 

theoretical basis of group dynamics does not mean that this subject is of 

no importance. Professor J. E. Asch reminds us thet "in the forest of 

social psychology the first paths still have to be carved out." go give 

“it time. 

The spiritual limitations of an unscientific medium for church work 

are obvious when there remains the possibility that group dynamics is 

Gravbed at for a megic cure-all of groun ills. Let it be remembered how- 

ever, that the Holy Spirit is still the cause and only “scientifically" 
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accurate blessing to Christian fellowship. Group Dynemice must be used : 

only with this in mind! 

5. Experimental work end techniques criticized 

Theoretical speculations of the dynamicists ere less well publicized 

than are sane of thelr devices for use in group discussion.45 Role 

playing, “feedback” or evaluation reports, and buzz sessions have been 

widely advertised as revitalizing techniques for classroom and conference. 

There may be sone psychiatric benefit in assigning role playing, for 
instance, to certain problem situations in meetings, but the inherent 
artificiality, if not blasphemy, involved tn the process makes this 
device epaurd as @ method for the discussion of serious religious 
matters. : 

Other writers seem to indicate thet it were better if this device were 

left to the erea of teaching children, not adults. 

Ceacerning the dynanicists' use of evaluation or "feedback," one 

critic says thet “published transcriptions of these sessions often are 

reminiscent of confession periods in Buchmanite meetings !""7 

The experimental work behind these devices also has been criticized. 

Hi. J. Eysetck writes in a review in The Journal of Generel Psychology: 

"Dynenicists have failed to bring forward any objective evidence whatso- 

ever .. . in favor of their principles and their superiority. Quite 

often data contradicts their conclusions ."45 
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Soue conclude that (1) much of the experimental work in group 

Gynemics suffers from inedequately defined terminology concerning group 

functions, procedures, and the use of unprecise measuring methods; (2) 

the application of group dynamics to non-laboratory situations or "action 

research" has often produced. weird wanifestetions, if not dowright 

quackery .49 - 

Sone of this may be true! But, by rejecting group dynamics one docs 

not minimize the importance of studying individuals in group participation. 

Though still a “babe” perhaps some day 1t will mature as did psychology, 

and sociology. 

However, the spiritual Limitations are there. A pastor cannot 

devend on the scientific exactness of this study, eas he might upon the 

recent scholarship of the Dead Sea Serolls or Greek exegesis. The 

results may, but not necessarily, be different. 

Yet whether o spiritual "aid" is acceptable to the Lord of the 

Church, a healthy reminder is this: God's blessing shall always rest 

with His Church, new methods or not! For the Holy Spirit is the total 

and only cause of all good works in the Church, and He will remain so! 

The synergistic whims of man shall never supersede, ‘This is not tragic, 

ingeed, it is a great confort: 
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CHAPTER IV 

ACCEPTABLE LEADERSHIP METHODS WHICH MAY BG USED BY A 

CHRISTIAN PASTOR IN CONGREGATIONAL GROUPS 

A. Understanding Christion Group Leadership 

The minister has a unique responsibility to a congregetion. In 

dealing with the spiritual lives of his members, he also deals with their 

pests, their presents, and their futures. And tied with these destinies 

is e bewildering conbination of emotional colorations, intellectual and 

econonic variations, end cultural differences.t such a man with his om 

enswers to seek, must have the courage of a lion, the cunning of = fox, 

end the gentleness of e dove. This is ebsolutely true, of course, of the 

pastor who places the entire burden of leadership on his two shoulders 

alone! 

For years many church leaders have assumed thet leadership consists 
of certain inbred, or carefully cultiveted, cheracteristics that 
will eneble their gifted possessors to cope with any and all situ- 
etions. Eut by experience end thoughtful obvservetion of what 
heppens in groups we know that no one can be, or should be expected 
to be, @ leader at all times end in every group, unless he is a } 
genius or an absolute dictator. Nor must en individuel always be 
& follower.2 

It is a strange fact that even as Christ said: “He thet loses his 

life for my sake shall find it," so also a Christian leader may have one 

  

ivfergeret E. Kakn, You Can't Be Human Alone (New York: ‘Association 
Press, c.1956), p. 8. 

2p. Withell and W. Brow, “The Potential of Group Process For The 
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of his best sessions when the members may be entirely unaware of the 

leader as & person or of his part in the picture. 

A leader is best 
when people hardly know 
that he exists; 
not sO good when people 
ecclainm hin, 
worst when they despise hin. 
But of 2 good leader, 
who talks little, 
when his work is done, 
his aim fulfilled, 
they will all sey, 
"We did this ourselves!"3 

1. A new conception fron research 

Perkeps the most basic development growing out of recent research is 

@ changing conception of the neture of leadership. When the social 

scientists sterted observing. groups at work and tabulating incidents of 

leadership behavior, they found that the things thet leaders do were 

being: Gone by many members of the group; in other words, that "leadership" 

is not the special property of any one person. 

Moreover, leedership is dynamic, and frequently shifts from one 

person to another. It is not the sole possession of one or two exception=- 

&l persons who ere eble to dominate. others. lor can it be described by a 

listing of traits of character or personality. 

Esppy is the young Seminarian who discovers--before having the 

3zpia. 

‘yeicolm Knowles, How To Develop Better Leaders (New York: 
Association Press, ¢1955), pe 10. 

2Kubn, Ope Gites De 8. 
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leadership. position in a church thrust upon him--that his role does not 

require in-born treits or bubbling personality! .But that, just es in 

his more spiritual duties, what is most important to him for good leader- 

ship is. that he “be found fat "in his task. This of course, means 

thet hard work in the study and planning of leadership will always be 

necessary=--for genius, by. and large, will remain "98% perspiration." tie 

do not mean here to eclininate the importance of personality, etc., 

altogether. 

2. leadership a shared process 

This new conception does not deny that there are leaders. But it 

does climinste the sherp distinction that usually exists between leaders 

end followers. he evidence is overvhelming that in many situations the 

more widely leadership functions are shared among all members of @ group, 

the more efficiently and eco-operatively they work together !6 

Thelen says concisely thet “leadership is the set of functions 

through which the group co-ordinates the efforts of individuals."7 Each 

menber can then contribute his ow unique telents end Imowledge in 

acconplishing the conmon goal. 

Certeinly this is a most Christian manner! For mo person canes into 

& Group situation a blank. Each menber brings to the group his exneri- 

ences, background, inheritence, and training. ' 

All persons are potential leaders in some situations in that they 
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have souething to contribute to the process of facing problems and 

erriving et group decisions, and making human relationships more 

satisfying.& 

3- Ieadership “needs" change 

4n inportant result of recent research is the insight that ea dynamic 

group is @ growing orgenism with needs for different leadership at 

different stages of developnent.? This is true of a mature group elso. 

When a group reaches maturity, 1t functions es a well-integreted, inde- 

pendent orgenisu. It is able to accept responsibility for its ow 

actions. It divides its tesks among its meabers in keeping with their 

eblilities. 

But a group can remain "mature" only by solving its own probleus-- 

without help fron a dictator! Therefore, it is axiouatic that as a group 

faces new problems and senses new needs in its members, new leadership 

should emerge fron the group.l0 

Sonetimes groups actually do progress to the point of meking leader- 

ship a consciously shared function. To accomplish this there may be a 

rotveting leadership, or co-leaders, or some other plan devised. 

The competent (and Christien) leader will understand this process 

of group growth and need and will do wnatever is necessary to assist the 

group, toward maturity. The leader who does not understand the process or 

  

Sxumm, op. cits, p. 5. 
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who refuses to give up his authority or “lose control” can easily keep a 

group in an infantile state; conpletely dependent on him. As one writer 

60 aptly said: 

The smell man will fear to let any of his supervisory and adninis- 
trative nowers out of his vest pocket; the ee ae enpties his 
pockets as fast and as efficiently as he can. 

4. Three types of leaders 

For purposes of this discussion, leaders may be classified in three 

categories: the boss, the overseer, and the catalyst. Each of these 

types of leaders tends to detemine the “climete" of the group and its 

participation pattern.12 This climate of the members may range from that 

of Govendence and resentment, to continuing growth initiative, the 

capacity to bear responsibility, and the awareness of values. 

Sone authors, such as Uris,13 Little, and others, also include the 

laissez-faire tyne leader: 

This type of leader is the "easy-going" kind who believes in having 
no restrictions what-so-ever. ‘This leader, who proudly announces 
that he has little to do because he believes in "pemmissive™ leader- 
ship usually finds thet the group ends up es a cheotic collection of 
confused individuals .14 
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5. The "Christien" group leader 

Zo be a Christian leader is not an eesy thing. Whet is demanded 

is not a “glorious” overseer who draws those lesser persons--his follow- 

ers--to him in a personal devotion which may obscure the real purpose of 

the group. (This tyre is perhaps the biggest “sin” emong Lutheran 

pestors!) lor is a “dictator” boss wanted, for he would never be willing 

to let peonle becaue themselves, any more then he would lmow how to help 

them in that process. 

Rather, the "catalyst" type .eader is certainly the most desirable 

end probably the most "Christ-like," because a catalyst uust (in the 

ideal sense) have motives which ere in no way self-seeking. Who would 

be better for this type of leadership than « truly Christien layman or 

pastor? For the leader who is needed is @ redeemed Christian, willing to 

make all the resources of his life evaileble to the group, whan he sees 

88 persons of worth and dignity in their om right. 

We can not necessarily say here thet a person is less "Christian" if 

he happens to be en overseer type leader! But a catalyst leader is more 

Christ-like because he sees himself as the servent of the group. Ee is 

willing to accept critician, to absorb hostility, even to fail and try 

eagein. He encoureges participation, and desires the growth of the 

individual by creating an atmosphere of respect for al1.15 

‘ B. Catalytic Leadership and Productivity 

A new conception of the role of the designeted leader seems to be 
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euerging fron this line of thinking: 

Enphssis is slightly away fron the notion that the leader is one who 
plens for, thinks for, takes responsibility for, and directs other 
people--toward the notion that the leader is primarily a convener, 
trainer, end co-ordinator for a groupel' 

Just as in chemistry 2 “catalytic agent” 1s one which hastens the canbi- 

netion or reactions of elements=--so here a leader's central function is 

' conaing to-be seen as helping the group learn to decide and act for itself 

more efficiently. Such e leader works to keep the channels of commmi- 

eation open so that all the relevent resources of all the different 

people in the group can flow into the meeting. 

A catolytic leader has at least the following characteristics: 

i. 

3- 

4, 

Re possesses technicel canpetence in the area of the group's 
interest: Golanet Waterman says biuntiy that there ere two 
parts to leadership: “knowing your stuff" in vecmnical matters, 
and “knowing humen skills” for motivating people! 

He has responsibility for steering the group: steering "by 
consequences "==that is, oy by ths iucidentel coments as they cone 
out--the leader seeks to develop the most information available 
ebows each elternative course of action, so that the next step 
cen be planned more wisely. 

He keeps the activity. of the group in en objective view. The 
coments of the group must never be the result of bias--but fran 
exploratory and experimen’ ectivity, if the total resources of 

  

Lf. 3G EWES RG Cee produced by by his group ee 
other groups also: Consequences,” ee Bee. observes, 

Tike the spreading ripples on a pond."19 nat iatteseenae 
could in some way alter the plans of group A. 
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So it is that e catalytic leader must master the skills of his job-- 

not in order that he might manipulate the group to his om ends--but 

beceuse 14 is his duty to help group members commnicate with one another. 

“He is thus e catalyst, a friend, and a fund of useful informetion.20 

fnd as the ebove he is also a trainer. In his role es trainer the 

catalyst leader ae perform these unique services: 

1. ihe leader helps to establish a “social climate." His ettitude, 
if it is one of respect for the members" integr: integrity end worth, 
will produce « climate of friendliness and co-operation. 

2. Zhe deader helps the group to organize itself. He is sensitive 
to the needs for definition, « or clerificetion of goals and 
purposes. He sees that the group builds its agenda and identi- 
fies lis tasks, plenning its work co-operatively. 

3. Zhe leader helps the group to detemine its procedures. ‘The 
Standard method of parliamentary procedure is often too formal 
end rigid for democratic groups. He therefore helps the group 
to analyze cach situation and detennine what procedures (such as 
buzz session, role playing, etc.,) will best sult its re- 
quirements. The lesder should be & good procedural technician. 

4, Whe leader keeps decision-meking wholly the responsibility of 
the group. lie never ows himself to be put into the position 
of meling decisions for others. He recognizes the right of the 
group to make mistakes end that it cana mature only if it tekes 
on its ow responsibilities. 

5e he leader helps the group to learn frau e By de- 
veloping the habit of looking not only at Bice Gia? oc, bupiawaa 
how they are doing it, groups inprove. The leader hes a special 
responsibility to train the group through evaluation methods. 21 

Under the stimulating influence of skilled catalytic leadership, a 

Group changes and becones truly productive. The end product of genuine 

leadership expresses itself? in a quality of the “culture" of a groun-~   
  

20Pau1 Meves, The Church And Mentel Health (lew York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1953), pp. 93-94. 
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co-operative, dynemic, and productive! ‘The members of the group in their 

changing culture act with a new confidence. ‘The group response becomes, 

as Lawrence Frank says, "circular, reciprocal, and creative."=2 And the 

catalytic leader has thus become a new way of life to the group. 

C. Acquiring Ability to Use Conflict Creatively 

Group leaders and participants should not be surprised or disturbed 

by differences of opinion. Conflicting points of view should be welcomed, 

not feared, because they actually improve discussion and stimulate group 

thinking. 

Christien educators and social scientists are learaing that atti- 

tudes are not readily changed in groups where all are of the same mind or 

where individual prejudices are strengthened by group approval. Rather 

there must be amalgamation of ideas leading into a solid integration.23 

Through the interchange of differing opinions people are often 

shaken out of their individual biases and “mind sets.". For it is actually 

4 

| 
’ 

1 

easier to change the opinion and conduct of a group than to change en 

individual's opinion and conduct. 

Church leaders have tended to emphasize group consensus and agree=- 

ment as virtues to be protected at all costs. 

Perhaps this is one important reason why church orgenizetions go 

stele. For cauplete group agreement is depressing and undesirable be= 

cause it mekes people (a) overconfident that they are right, 
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(b) complecent and sure that they heave solved all their problems cor- 

rectly, (c) stop thinking. In brief, such a group can easily become "an 

aggregate of contented cows."24 

Ll. Leader's attitude over conflict 

In handling controversy creatively much depends upon the leader's 

owm attitudes. "A leader's size" says Mary Parker Follet, “to a large 

extent is determined by his attitudes toward opposition and conflict. fe 

should therefore have an honest respect for freedom of inquiry and ex- 

pression, appreciation of the positive values of dissenting viewpoints, 

basic regard for the dignity of persons, and belief thet people and 

Situations can chenge."29 

Tae skilled leader learns to create 2 group climete of such kind 

wherein the fellowship spirit permits and even encourages disegreement. 

But he also learns how to drive a wedge into the conflicting opinions of 

the group which seems to lift up a dissenting point of view. This may 

be done by a provocative question or coment. 

Ieedership in conflict thus involves these functions: 

1. Putting dow "ground rules" about showing respect for ell points 
of view end holding all members to the rules. 

2. Asking questions that point up differences and get ell angles 
“out in the open." 

3. Helping the group to appreciate conflicting issues involved by 
frequent summaries or restatement of various points of view. 

  

2hpid., p. 13. 
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4, Helping all to see the benefit of an ingreased fellowship 
and group growth under such conditions .2 

According to en old adage we learn this bit of advice concerning 

conflict: "ZX? you cen't beat ‘em, join ‘en!" te might make souewhat of 

en adaptation here and sey thet if men cannot avoid conflict, they should 

use it. Rather than condemn it, they should set it to vork. 

4 Christian pestor will therefore deal with controversial issues 

concerning adiayhora, not in bitter acrimony, but by striving for creative 

tensions that encourege growth and deepen feith. Wo one should better 

understend this type of leadership than the Lutheran minister! 

2. Creative Integration 

"Using" conflict can best be done by creative integretion. “Inte- 

Gravion," we reneuber from Chapter two, refers to the manner in which ea 

group controls the processes of feeling, thinking, and actuel partici- 

pation. It is the general avereness that ell thoughts must be integrated 

or edded togcther, as it were, for an answer more creatively perfect than 

any one perty or clique could give. 

When two desires have been integrated a solution develops which 

finds a vlace for the best in both. ‘This does not mean conpromise, for 

conpronise means giving up souething, but integration develops & new 

strength out of previous divergences .@/ 

Integration is rather, the joining or multiplication of ideas under 

the power of group qualification and enlightenment, this phrase being the 

  

25kunn, Ode cite, De 14. 
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writer's own personel definition. This sounds souewhat theoretical and 

magical, but 1% has been done, as perhaps the reader has observed on very 

ware occasions. It is the sure sign of & very mature end productive 

group. = 

The kind of leadership which encourages integration and thus produces 

creative conflict cen be sumoarized this wey: ; 

& leader's major task is to maintain the right conditions required 
for the group's maximm intelligence to assert itself. A leader 
stinulates massiumm group performance when he distributes the task of 
leadership emong the uembers of the group.28 

Saue cliques obtain and retain their power by offering to do ell the 

work, and thereby Impleuent the progran towards their ow weys of 

thinking. ‘Ihe best way to involve such persons into the process of inte- 

gration for creative conflict is by delegating various work tasks or 

Gifferent informal "leadership" roles to one or the other of the annoying 

clique but never to the clique as a whole.2? 

In & footnote in & management manual of the General Electric Campeny, 

it is stated thet a leader acimowledges feilure when he feels that he 

must meke temporary use of "donination” in order to "get at a settlement 

of a conflict,"3° while he should be developing group leadership capa- 

bilities through integrated creative conflict. 

  

26me1en, op. cit., p» 307. 

@9Resil Henrique, Club Leadership Today (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1951), p. 15. 

3°mprold F. Saiddy, Integrating end Motivating for Effective 
Perfommence (Kew York: General Electric COs, eesye fe per Tan emeae 
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D. Coanpetence in Understending Adult Weys 

In every controversial situation, understanding of the personalities 

is essentiel.5. Tor sone persons, even Christians, may deeply dislike 

each other, and carry their personal rancor into the discussion of the 

issue. 

Jesus was so successful in using conflict creatively, and becaze 

known fis an EF 066 Cal dor "outhority," because He "knew what was in 

man."32 In short, He understood adult ways. We shall want to be 

concerned with the matter too. 

1. Wheat concerns adults? 

Whet motives keep adulis going? Human beings ere so incessantly 

active thet we seldon stop to think wnat makes them act one wey in same 

cases end in others the very opposite wey. We shall not try to give even 

& brief resume of adult nsycholosy here--en impossible task. But the 

lesder working with adults shovld be awere of e few basic facts for a . 

very general understanding, and that is the aim of this section. 

c To understand wisely we must search for the “hot-spots" of interests 

in which the adult dwells. This is defined es some live issue of the dey, 

or en issue which can be mede alive by the leader if he lifts it into tie 

consciousness of the learner.33 A Christian for exemple, who is 

  

3lxum, op. cit., p- 13. 

32John 2:25. 

33g. F. Zeigler, Toward Understanding Adults (Philadelphia: The 
Westminster Press, 1942), p. 51. 
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struggling to live the good life, cen be understood by the chief issues 

confronting his Christian life, ‘end his attitude toward that issue. 

The Church aust demonstrate that it is not only interested in meeting 

those issues. and needs, but elso ready and able to do so. If adults are 

to be led to look to the Church for help, and to give their service in 

return, there are soue things that the Church and its leeders will have 

to do: 

First of all, the Church will have to lay hold on these real issues 
of life. Adults live where issues are being met and argued and 

decided, and those wenting Christian answers honestly seek them in 
the Church?! Secondly, we must start with what edults want to know. 
Show them that their interests of secular nature can be related to 
Christian life. Thirdly, the Church mict expect to provide variety 

Pane et oetoe For not ell ere edults at the seme age of Christian 
growth.3 

Merely to understand the basic human drives of adults, such desires as to 

be active, gein security, hunger for sex, desire for prestige, and the 

creving for fellowship-~in one sense merely proves that an edult is 

very, very humen. 

Thus we know that to understand a group of adults only from basic 

lumen drives, or even from outward attitudes, while fully sound, cen be 

very misleading=--even in judging ourselves. Jesus would heave made many 

errors in dealing with the individuals of his ministry if He hed not seen 

the real motives beck of the outward mask. ‘The following quote supports 

thie thought, although of course it must be understood in the freme of 

what people can be by the grace of God: 

Jesus believed in men, in their capacities, in their ability to rise 
above circumstances. His faith in men gave them faith in thenselves; 

  

34m. P. Westphal, The Church's In Adult Education 
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they acted on his belief . . . and became strong. -We must imitate 
this divine strategy of Jesus in our dealings with men. For our 
influence with people is in provortion to our faith in them.3? 

2. Two basic motivations of importance 

™ the interests of edult group leadership, there are two basic 

motivations of all adults the world over which should be:lmowm. ‘They are 

the desire for self-realization and the desire for self-dedication.36 

Concerning self-realization we know. that as one writer stated, “Man 

hes as his prime pleasure the feeling of worth and growth of his person- 

ality, and as his worst hurt the feeling of decay end inferiority of that 

personality."37 This "desire to be ea person" must be understood and used 

by all who would deal wisely with adults or help them towards wholesome 

Growth. 

Concerning self-dedication--let it be said et the outset that man 
  

does not seek merely to maintain his individuality.35 ‘he failure of | 

  

sone writers to recognize this basic need in explaining the action of man . 

is because of too great e dependence upon “animal” as distinct fron 

“hunan" psychology or by too easy & surrender to the cynicism which 

characterizes not a little of our modern thought.59 

  

35Reymond Callins, How Jesus Dealt With Men (Nashville: Abingdon- 
Cokesbury Press, 1942), p. 38. 

364. E. Powell, The Unders tending of Adult Ways (St. Louis: The 
Bethany Press, c.1941), pp. 97-Go- eee 

3TA. Myerson, The Foundations of Personality (Boston: Little, Brow 
and Co., 1939), De 215. 

38Powell, Ope cite, De 98. 
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Men does not seek merely to maintain his individuality; he is 

impelled also, as two eminent psychologists have declered, by the “desire 

to belong." He does not want to be isolated in his uniqueness; he desires 

to outgrow himself. His "I" must have sone relation to e “Thou."40 

When this "desire to belong" is recognized by the Christian leader 

end is chestened and spliritualized, it becomes the highest motive fran 

which men can act-=-~the whole-hearted giving of themselves to unselfish 

purposes. And anyone is capable of this! But the result depends on the 

leader's knowledge of adulis, and his ability to recognize and utilize 

this need clready there, lying dormant. 

3- Negative and positive character roles 

Perhaps as & prectical addition to this section it would be well to 

list and describe. very briefly, several different types of characters 

which will be found in elmost any group. 

"Just es ell the vorld's e stage, and all men and women merely the 

players," so each group has its cast of charecters, "+L states one writer. 

Some are heroes end sane are villians. Wo one assigns these roles; each 

one essumes the one thet best fits his ow personality. So you'll have 

people in your meetings who assume roles which are helpful. You'll find 

others, a few, who hinder, work against, and detract fron the group. It 

is good to know these traits. 

  

40k. Dodge and G. Kahn, The Creving for Superiority (New Haven, 
Conn.: Yale University Press, 1931), pp. 39-40. | 

41s, 5. Southerland, When You Preside (Denville, I11.: The Interstate 
Printers and Pubs., 1952), pe 12. 
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First will be listed those on the helpful side. ‘These following 

nine classifications have been taken frou Douglass' fine book in which he 

describes them as "Mature Conference Types”: 

1. The Proposer=-the person who brings up new problems. The pastor 
in many eases fills this role. 

2. The Clerifier--en orientator; vho asks, “Now, just what is our 
problem? What are we trying to accomplish? i 

3- The Weigher--takes all things into consideration. 

4. The Explorer--opens up new territory, comes up with new infor- 
nation, searches out a problen. 

5- The Mediator--irons out difficulties, tecomes a hamonizer. 

6. the Synthesist--ties the thinking of the group together into 
soue kind of pattern, and describes it. 

{- The Formulator--the man who phrases ali the motions thus taking 
over where the synthesist left off. 

S. The Progremner--plens how (not what) motion should be done. 
He provides ways to implement policy. 

9. The Gatekeoper--usuelly a stickler for correct methods; in the 
church he sees thet everything is done with spiritual paepose: 
An evaluator, he may also be the pastor in many cases. 

It can readily be seen that any member, or the leeder himself, can 

be all of these at the sane time or any caubinetion of them, for they 

overlap. Other writers list and give elmost the same breakdown of j 

positive type menbers.43 Some list as high as fifteen. + 

Now it is well to list the “Immature Conference Types," to borrow 

Douglass phrase=--or we might say those who detract fran a meeting's 4   

  

h2nouglass, Ope cite, BP. 108-12. 

3southerland, op. clt., pp. 12-20. 
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progress: 

1. The Playboy-=who “horses around," takes no interest; and does no 
work. Usually funny! 

2. The Blocker--who is “agin things," against everything! He 
usually is negative, runs dow group opinion. Often he acts as 
the tough aggressor. 

3- ‘The Monopolizer=-or bebbler, just talks, but, says nothing 
inportant. He tries to seek recognition. Hs is the present day 
version of "Ich und Gott." 

4. The Bandwagon Boy--has no mind of his om. Accepts any opinion, 
wants to get meeting over. and go houc, or else he wents to be 

| "In on the in" of everything. 

5. The Blind-fish--good member for discussion, but hes no vision in 
his comments. He backtracks but can be helped easily. 

6. The Dodger--avoids taking stands on anything, takes no responsi=- 
bility, but detracts group fron its line of thought. 

7. Mr. Zipper-Mouth--just won't tal, neither harmful nor helpful. 
Hard to help because of his personality.15 

The foregoing are the main character roles on the negative side. 

These also often overlap with one enother. But the leader must be eware 

of these member--roles to be e successful catalyst for grovp purposes. 

dust how the leader can use this understanding of these roles will be 

Gescribed in e precticel way, in Chapter six (Compere case study, mumber 

one). 

  BE. Motiveting Groups and Individuels 

One won't find much trouble in getting agreement that audience 

passivity is the chief enemy of the successful meeting. Volumes have: 

been written concerning this danger. 
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But in meny cases, audience passivity is handled as if it were a 

problem only during meetings. When the problem is seen only in this wey-- 

advice is usually given for planners and leaders to set up emotional and 

dramatic situations. 

No doubt many of these methods have their uses in getting interest 

during a meeting. But there is sound reason to doubt that they help in 

solving the second, and more important problem of passivity=--the problen 

of pessivity after the meeting is over 46 

Unless the purpose of a meeting is entertainment, we want people to 

act differently as a result of taking part in it. If the purpose of a 

meeting is learning (¢.g., Adult Bible Class), individuals should retain 

the learning they have acquired and use their ability in their thinking 

end conduct after adjustment. If the purpose is to alter people's preju- 

dices (e.g., Voter's Assembly), these changes should show up consistently 

in their choices after the meeting is over. If the purpose is to induce 

people to take uction on some provlem (e.g., Really Meeting), the action 

should take place. 

Unfortunately, most audience members tend to have a feeling of 

completion when the meeting is adjourned~-this goes for leaders, too."7 

The meeting has been exciting, interesting, and informative, but now it 

is over. Self=pronices made during the meeting face many obstacles end   berriers in the cold light of the next morning. It is easier to resolve 

then to act. 
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What good will ell mamer of careful planning do then? Here, then 

is the basic problen for the leader. How can audience mewbers be en- 

couraged to becone committed to change in their attitudes, knowledge, and 

eetions which endure among the realities of the morning efter. 

  

1. Interest versus involvement 

Perhaps we can clarify the problem by a contrast between audience 

interest and audience involvement. 

An individual may be interested in an experience without having 

comitted himself to it or to accepting the consequences which follow 

fron it. Involvement means that the individuel has entered responsibility 

into a situation end will be actively committed to dealing with that 

situation until it is plsyed out. 

The difference hetween the two is like the difference between a 

boy's sticking his toe in the water to test it--and his actually diving 

in to swim. 48 

Tuterest in « presentetion may lead to involvement during and after 

the meeting. But it will do so only if certain psychologicel requirements 

for involvement ere met. H. A. Overstreet says in his well~imowm work 

thet "no eppeal to reason that is not also an appeal to a went can ever 

be effective ."49 

Teaders and pastors should be concerned to meet these requirements 

in the meetings they plan if they are concerned to solve the problems of 
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pessivity during the meeting end especially after it. 

2. Sone requirements for involvement 

‘What are the conditions which must be provided 1? audience mexbers 

ere to becone involved in a meeting and--in furthering its aims after 

edjournzent? One writer lists the following: 

1. The over-all goals of the meeting must include persistent 
purposes important to each individual taking part in it. 

2. The problens, issues, informetion, or skills being dealt with 
in a meeting must be seen by members es situations in which they 
actually live and acte - 

5» . The changes which the meeting is seeking must _tie up with the 
members own espirations for improvement. 

4. The member must be helped to think end work out the obstacles 
and difficulties which must be overcazs if the goals are to be 
carried out efter the meeting is over. 

5. The meeting thus mist open uy possible channels of action in 
which, after the meeting, the member can perticipate in 

completing the goals of the meeting as he hes helped to develop 
then. ‘ 

This lest polnt is probably one of the most brutally neglected by our 

pastors. So much preaching and leeding is done (for instence, in asking 

for money or services) which gets interest but gives no actuel help on 

just how to go ebout it. , 

Edgar Dale, in e very Pine article entitled, "How do You get Action," 

tells us: "To get action requires motivation, content, and a mechantem 

for carrying out the desired action. LET? PEOPLE KNOW. MAKE PEOPLE CARE. 

HELP PEOPLE ACT."91 fe has noticed very accurately why people are 
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interested but don't act. Here are a few of his suggestions for getting 

action fron motivation: 

1. Stert where people are--reelize that people may have no backe- 
epee 

ground experience, but don't underestimate their ability. 

2. Try for action through change--maybe it is possible to do the 
sene old thing better in 2 new wey. 

3+ Frovide local examples~-Voters, for exemple, may not like new 
evengelistic methods successful in Ilew York. But these same 
methods used in « neighboring church will convince then. 

4, Fersonai ilevor helps to get action--voters mey not want to take 
Synod's Opinioa for action but a wember of the group can express 
the seme opinion and get results. 

  

= 5. Seam effort gets ection guicker--no one individual is responsible 
, for failure then. There is mrtuel decision, mutual rolicy 

making, end a higher degree of creative action. 

G. Ee satisfied with little s=-progress is a series of 
nudges, uot a big jump. Don't expect too much, too soon.J2 

3- Audience participation the key 

All of these fine requirements just quoted cen be, of value only to 

the degree that the members becoue active participants, and can carry out 

their participation “power" to constructive ends. A story in Synod's 

manual for enlisting Kingdom Workers should illustrate this: 

Phillips Brooks proclaimed one Sunday morning in his semion, "With 
three hundred consecrated Christians by my side, we could save 
Boston." Mondey morning four hundred eager volunteers appeared, 
eaking met can we do?" The reply was, “I haven't the least 
idea. : F wilbee 

Let us remeuber that the sexmon is importent--but by building top 
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organizations a pastor will have a “top” membership which will be in 

church to hear his sermons in the first plece! 

So many in our large congregations lack a sense of belonging, because 

the congregetion fails to integrate new members into the life and progran 

of the church.54 his would seem to demand that on active role for the 

audience needs to be bullt into the meeting design. « 

It means more than this, however. Audience members should becaue 

participants before the meeting in setting the goals of the meeting, in 

Selecting its priority content, |in suggesting methods, in selecting ite 

priority content| in suggesting methods or procedures and techniques to 

be used.95 This can be done through verious ways--through the usual 

committee work, etc., but more imsortant ways of getting action end 

involvenent are through procedures and techniques which shall be 

. Geseribed in Chapter four. 

k. Involvement or manipulation? 

A word of strong caution shovld be expressed against attempts to 

use involvement devices as tools for manipulating people. There are 

poverful ethical ergments ageinst such attempts,56 which ve assume the 

pastor is aware of. But there are practicel arguments against such 

attempts as well. : 

Perhaps it is sufficient caution here to point to the self-defeating 
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character of any confusion between involvement and manipulation. If 

meeting plenners view the use of techniques and procedures for audience 

involvement end action as means to get audience members to do only what 

the planners thesselves want done, the initial success they may have is 

likely to be short-lived. 

In conclusion we see thet one answer which the study of Group 

Dynemics has for the Congregation's problems in its meetings is the 

leader's knowledge of dynamic methods in dealing with groups. mother 

answer is the procedures and techniques of Group Dynamics which he cen 

use. This letter one is the subject of the next chapter. 

   



  

  

CHAPTER V 

PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES WHICH MAY USED BY 

A CHRISTIAN PASTOR IN CONGREGATIONAL GROUPS 

A. Approach to their Study 

1. Explanetion of the tems 

Reading the subject of Group Dynemics, one realizes that there is a 

confusion of terms; the study being relatively new, and the various 

authors have no definite, deseriptive basis for a system of tems for the 

various perts of this new science. 

The trouble lies in the discussion of the three tems: method, 

procedure, end technique. Verlous authors such as Kuhn, Little, Dougless, 

Southerlend (cf. footnotes), treat these synonymously. However, it is 

beconing increasingly clear thet a distinction can be made in these tems. 

2. An attempt to differentiate 

For the purpose of this thesis, it will prove beneficial to make en 

atteupt at establishing one set of definitions, both for clarity end 

Simplification. Perhaps the best wey to begin is by wey of en illus- 

tration: 

Let us suppose thet a mechanic has a “meeting” with a customer who 
asked him to fix his cer in snoothly running order. The mechanic 
upon exeminetion, finds that, among other things the car needs a new 
motor. Now, putting in @ new motor is a procedure, just one pro- 
cedure. Other procedures such as instelling a new transmission or 
new brakes, may be needed to meke the car run as the customer wished. 
However, the mechenic will use certain tools or techniques for doing 
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the varlous procedures, perhaps the seme tools (or techniques) in 
meny of the procedures. 

This little illustration gives the reader ea close description of the 

tems es they shell be used in this thesis. The tern method was not used 

in the illustration as it is confusing. Sone euthors speak of methods 

ven they discuss techniques, others use it for procedures. Perhaps 

there is some excuse for this according to Webster's Dictionary: 

Procedure, "manner or method of a course of action; method of 
conducting business". 

Technique, “method or details of procedure essential to expertness 
of execution, detail of procedure."2 

Thus, it follows thet the tem method causes the terms techniques and 

procedures to be used interchangeably, and we shall drop the term method 

fron our present vocabulery. 

Technique is used as an aid to procedure and, therefore, inplexents 

procedures. This is where the illustration of the mechanic's "tools" 

coues in. These tools aid in the removal of the motor. 

3- Besis of clessification 

The pastor who applies the study of Group Dynamics to his church 

meetings should understand the distinction between these terms if he is 

to be @ good procedural technician. Therefore, an attempt shall be made 

in this thesis to classify each tem. ‘The criteria of judgment should 

rest on this basis: Those waich can be used during the course of an 
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entire meeting are termed procedures. Those which cannot in = practical 

way be the substance of an entire meeting, must be used es alds, and ere 

therefore properly called technigues. 

The procedures have been divided into two groups: ‘Those which are 

primarily "informetion-giving," and those which are best for a "work- 

producing" purpose. All techniques ere suiteble under either division. 

The following is e clessification of these two terms: 

PROCEDURES 

informmation-giving | 

1. lecture (Speech) 

  

2. Symposium (Debate) 

3. Panel (Moderator) 

4. Forun (Question period) 

5. Audio-Visuel (Dreme, Recitel) . 

Work~producing 

G. Parliementary Rule (Robert's Rules) 

7» Diseussion-Group (Round-Table ) | 

3. Work Shope (Retreats) | 

9. Lsboratory. (Training) 
10. Field Trips (Projects, etc.) 

TECHNIQUES 

1. Buzz Teams (Phillips 66) 

2. Work Teams (Committees) 

3- Research Teams (Resource Persons) 

4. Role-Playing (Socio-Drana) 

5e Evaluation ("Feedback")       
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Note, that there are two kinds of procedures, loosely speaking: Those 

which primarily glve information--and those best for getting work done. 

Their value and nurpose: 

If members ere to be more deeply and intimately avare of their se 

fellowship with one another and with Christ, many churches (large or not) 

will need to provide more face-to-face situations for their members, 

where people can associate in smaller, more meaningful group relationships. 

4. Snell group situations 

Solozon Asch, the social psychologist, has observed that small 

Groups, such as the fanily, neighborhood group, or work teem are the 

natural units of society. In such groupings much of the world's work 

gets done, political decisions are reached, and social pressures are | 

exerted to act wisely.3 

Although millions read the newspapers and keep tuned to radio end | 

television stations, the greatest influence upon them is still that which 

they receive by discussion with family, fellow-workers, and acaqueintences. 

Snell groups are essential links between individuals end larger, more 

complicated institutions. 

The Church should realize this single fact--in'a PRACTICAL wey. 

Small groups are of special value in the church's progran for: 
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1. more effective Bible study; 

2. intimate discussions of fanily life problems, etc.5 

3. develonment of prayer life of the church; 

4. solution of administrative problems of the church. 

Values of using the procedures end techniques we are about to discuss 

lie in this principle: "that of providing temporary small group situ- 

ations for better commmication, role satisfaction, and face-to-face 

relationships ."9 

Social research has shown that small groups will develop more 

constructive ideas and solutions. than the same number would project in 

one lerge group. It is therefore, a wise idea to divide a large group 

into groups of five to seven in mumber, for at least part of the meeting 

period. 

NOL THIS Bur THIS 

x xx 2x xx 
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5. Parlianentary rule endfor group dynamics? 

The cry of the dey has long out=moded the old method of using parlle= 

mentary procedure alone for church meetings. ‘This does not mean that 

Robert's Rules of Omer mist go. But, they can be greatly enhanced by 

the principles of Group Dynamics. Not to take adventege of these pro- 

cedures and techniques shows either no knowledge of their value, or 
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perhaps little appreciation of the same. 

Having a pert in a dynamic situation, each member of any meeting 

cannot but feel a deeper sense of fellowship, and personal commitment. 

Lonely, isolnted people can thus have an experience of commuity helping 

them to satisfy thenselves with each other and with God's purposes for 

their life.7 

6. Some factors determining their use 

Procedures and. techniques in themselves camunicate and inform, 

whether it be to the advantage of a meeting or not. ‘The wey e procedure 

is used, in pert determines its success. The choice of procedure or 

technique used has e great deal to do with the atuosphere of a group, and 

group interrelationskips .8 They cannot be chosen erbitrarily. A pro=- 

cedure is best only if it "belongs" to the purpose of a perticular meeting. 

ere are four factors to serve as guides to group leaders in their 

choice of the procedure or technique: 

1. Appropriateness--to purpose, content, ages, and characteristics 
Of group members, and time availeble. (For exemple, it 
would be rather absurd to try role-playing in ea twenty 
minute meeting). 

2. Veriety--to meintain or renew interest. Eut appropriateness 
always takes precedence over veriety. 

3. Participation--their chief purrose’: Procedures and techniques 
must be chosen es ways of opening channels of camnuni- 
eation--to help the individuel and the group to higher 
levels of benefit. 
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4. Physical Arrengement--this hes mech to do with the effectiveness 
of procedures and techniques. Room size, facilities 
eveileble, audio=-visucl equipment, etc., must be taken into 
consideration .9 

Be Procedures, Their Emlenation and Use 

1. Lecture 

This, by definition in Webster's Dictionary, is: 

(2) A @iscourse delivered on any subject intended for instruction. 

(>) In churches, a familier discourse delivered on an irreguiler 
occasion, in contrast with e sermon.10 

Drauatic speeches of any type of “informetion™ speech may also be 

classified under this procedure. Southerland lists these steps when 

errenging Tor a sreaker: 

1. Contact him personelly at least two weeks ehead. 

2. Give his epeech a title--what you wish discussed. 

3. Descricze the type of audience to be there. 

4. Give date, time, and place of meeting. 

5- Tell him how long to talk. 

6. Give hin a progren for the evening. 

7- Get information for publicity releese (personal).11 

The use of a question forun following the talk is normally very rewording, 

taking account of omissions or obscurities. ‘The Buzz session technique 
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should also be used, for the "give and take” between audience end speeker 

is generelly far more interesting than e set speech that says every- 

thing.12 

2. Symposium (Debate) 

When several people prepare brief speeches in edvence, presenting 

varying ettitudes and phases on some issue, we have a symposiun.13 

Debate may also be considered a form of symposium procedure. A moderator 

briefly outlines the purpose to be discussed. He introduces the three or 

four (never more) discussants who present their opposing ideas on the 

subject in & series of three to four mimte speeches. ‘The moderator 

poses leading questions for @ lively exchange of ideas. Participants 

ere seated informally at a teble facing the audience. An attempt is 

nade to aid the endience to develop a full and detailed understanding of 

the subject.14 

A symposium may also be used as a formally dignified and impressive 

way to get e fair enalysis of a disputed subject before a large voter's 

Group. 

The key to a successful symposium lies in three simple points: 

i. ‘ell speakers to limit speeches to five or six minutes, end 
see that they do. 

2. Ask them to raise questions in their talks, not give all the 
GNSWeTS « 
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3- Use the buzz session technique with lerge audiences.15 

3. Panel 

This is a swall, prepared group (six to twelve persons) who in- 

formally discuss some subject under the guidance of a moderator or panel 

leader.16 ‘the panel members present different views of e problem. These 

people are usually seated behind ea table cr in a semi-circle at the front 

of the room. he moderetor is expected to outline the purpose and 

subject, and make the introductions. He must wetch the time and trend of 

conversation, and put in couments to move the discussion along, end 

concludes it in time for a brief but importent summary. 

Panels are often confused with symposiums, for they are similer in 

every respect, except these three: 

1. ‘The panelists do not make brie? speeches. 

2. They converse with each other (guided by the leader). 

3- The audience may be brought into the discussion the panel 
session, not after, as in the case of a symposiwn. 

Suppose that the church council has decided that e congregational 

meeting should be held for ell, in which the topic will be: "How the 

Church's Orgenizations Can Work Together." Obviously, @ lecture or 

Syuposium would not do, but a panel in which all the heads of the verious 

orgenizations may be represented (and, in which certain problems will 
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receive prior thought), 1s best. 

The persons selected should be: 

1. well informed on their specielity; 

2. heave & general understanding of the whole topic; 

3. be able to think constructively.15 

A pre-mecting must be held if the panel is to be successful. All major 

discussion points should be developed at this meeting and the panel 

should have the right to revise. questions develored by the planning can- 

nittee or add other points as they see fit. (Coapere case study nunber 

three, Chapter six.) 

As the meeting begins and progresses, these steps. should be followed: 

1. Introduce the panel members. 

2. Present the problem. 

3. Tell the audience how and when they will have e chance to 
participate. 

h. Teed the discussion--keep it going. 

5. Cell for audience participation. 

6. Call for or give e final brief sumnary.l9 

h, Forwn 

In bread definition, a forum is actually any information type 

procedure which is followed by a question period. Following a speech, 

panel, symposium, etc., group members almost inveriably want on oppor= 

tunity to question what hus been said, and this pecomes & new procedure=--a 
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forwn 20 j : 

Usually a forum involves e lecture followed by a certain amount of 

eudience participation. After the lecture, questions (either written or 

expressed orally fron the floor), are directed to the speeker for answer 

or discussion .2l 

The sane general principles as we have given under the symposium 

type procaduze, apply to conducting e forum. ‘These are: 

1. Speekers who know thelr subject; 

2. Speeches which reise questions, not answers; 

3- Use of buzz session techniques. 

Given an interesting subject, and ea speaker whe pleys his part well, 

it is possible to secure response frou the audience without using the 

buzz session technique to raise questions. Too often, however, the 

results ere pretty flet, end the dead silence which can (end often does) 

Greet the leader when he asks, "And now are there any questions you would 

like to ask Mr. Smith?" jis too embarrassing to all concerned, to chance 

it, especially when you don't have to!22 

5. Audio-Visual 

Soue of the most useful materials which can came under this heading 

ere: the chalkboard, Globes, maps, cherts, flat pictures, three- 

dimensional objects, radio, TV, records, tape-recorders, film-strips or 
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movies .23 

Drama, plays, msicels, recitals, and ell media giving infornation 

“through the cye end ear," may generally be classed as eudio-visual 

procedures. 

Audio-visual aids ought to be integrated into the total progrem and 

employed with a definite purpose in mind. They are tools to facilitate 

learning--not ends in theuselves.24 

lor should Audio-visual materials be & substitute for the leader's 

careful preperation end guidence of the program. ‘Such interesting media 

are not to give the leader a breether, but es an aid to clarify! What 

the leader says to relate the purpose of ea bleckboerd, chart, film or a 

Yecording, or whatever, to a meeting is often more important than the 

eudio-visual material itself. 

Audio-visuals may be used for long range pleming (es in training 

progrems) or for small group sctivities, or for skill training, or to 

stimulate discussion.¢9 

Soue outstanding books have been written on the use of visuel-aids. 

Our Seminery librarian, the Reverend Dorn, states thet Professor Edgar 

Dale of Ohio University is one of the recognized authorities on this 

subject, and that he hes written a few excellent works on visual aids. 

Advence Magazine, published by our own Missouri Synod, elso has a fine 
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list of Audio-visual aids in each publication. 

6. Parliamentary rule 

No doubt all of us are fairly well versed in the understending use 

of this common procedure. Rules of co-operative endeavor by which 

voluntary organizations work26--usually Robert's Rules of Order<-are 

eccepted-as basic for parliementary routine. 

Parlismentary procedure is not e form or a rituel. It is an aid 

in accanplishing the objectives of @ group with fairness, hamony, end 

dispatch. Only enough perliamentary xule to keep the proceedings clear 

end legal is required.2T 

Parllementery procedure actually provides es, very flexible plan for 

business meetings. It should not be thought of as an iron-clad syste, 

especially when considered a part of Group-Dynemics. 

Parlismentery procedure=<in briefest explanation--is transacted by 

three single steps: 

1. Proposal of e motion. 

2. Consideration of a motion (discussion). 

3- Decision on the motion. 

It .is under point two--discussion--where the great flexibility of a 

parliementary rule can be seen. For here a number of other procedures 

and techniques may be used to eid in this step, to give parliamentary 

rule a fresh and interesting slent. For instance, in the consideration 
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of a motion, e leader could use a symposium, ponel, or buzs session, end 

even role-playing very beneficially in & heated discussion. There are 

few better ways of solving disputes feirly. For the mere "putting to 

vote" of a motion does uot insure democracy! 

Now. for a few ways in which not to use this procedure. doseph F. 

O'Brien lists these Faults among others: 

Sin I ‘The attempt te use parliamentary procedure where it doesn't 
fit. (Often leaders try to force informative type meetings 
or problem-discussion meetings into e business style rules- 
of-order mould.   Sin II ‘The use of as formal a set of rules as possible, regardless 
of the situation. (This is e common cecurrence and can be 
seriously hamful. Parlicnentery rule was made for man, 
not the reverse!) Stricter use should increase only as 
these three factors increese: 

1) Degree of unity in group 
3 Size of the group 

(3) Knowledge of parliamentary rule in group. 

Sin III Refusing an asseubly the opportunity for plentiful dis- 
cussion. (Often a good debate is helpful to a quicker 
Solution of a problem. Other procedures and techniques 
of Group 2 cs will be blocked out if this "sin" is 
clung to! 

7- Discussion groups (round teble) 

Group discussion is "two-wey-talk" (member to member) which en- 

courages group members to find their own enswers end points of agreement 

end disagreement in a democratic fashion.27 

The following chart illustrates the differences between the usual 

forum procedure of “one-wmy" talke end discussion procedure=-"two-wey"   
  

283, F. O'Brien, "The Use ond Abuse of Parliementary Procedure,“ 
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FORUM 

ZAXE Speekers xXx leader 
x x 

XXEXXXXXUXE = = 
x x 

XX2NXEXEXE x x 
xu x 

-"Qne-ay-Talk"~ ="Tyo=Way=Telk"= 

Often discussion groups are celled "round-tebles."3l The group must 

be smell enough for o11 to participate and operate on a basis of equality. .   The leader is only a "catalyzer." Characteristics of the round=table 

procedure are: 

1. Whey are canposed of people with mutual probleas. 

2. ‘The subject discussed is within their experience. 

3- They agree to exchange and pool experiences. : 

i. Problems are solved by thinking them through together. 

5. They meet to leern together, not to be instructed. 

G. They group theuselves informelly, facing each other. 

7. The group is small, generally fron 12 to 25 persons »32 

Conducted in an informal, “permissive” atmosphere where ideas can 

be expressed frankly, and heard with respect, there should be no lecturing 

unless a "resource" person is used.JJ 

Two things are of wimost importence, to make this procedure work well: 
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i. Drew out opinions, of all: first, before you allow any person to 
give reasons for an opinion. (Discussion ean be killed and 
minority opinion squelched early, if reasons are stated too 
s00n. 

2. Keep arguments equally balanced es long as you can--to increase 
Ciseussion. (Thies ability pomecetee the really good discussion 
leader fron the ordinary. )3 

Suspense is one of the most potent ways of arousing end maintaining 

interest. Inviting coupetition is another, as is the use of auxiliary 

techniques such as role-playing, evaluation sessions, etc. 

8. Work shops 

The terms "work-shop" or "workeshop-conference" have come into 

recent use from educators' experiences. ‘They are used to describe a type 

of meeting where reletively large groups discuss common probleas. Soe= 

times "retreats" could fittingly be: called workshops. 

Essentielly a workshop differs from a round table only in size, 

Scope, and organization.35 ‘The fundemental procedures are the same and 

all the characteristics, except number seven, under "discussion grows" 

could fit this procedure. A work-shop may have fron twenty-five to 

several hundred people in attendance. It may last for one hour or 

deliberate for a week. 

The general organizational set-up for ea work-shop is composed of 

these five major points: 

1. A general session for getting acquainted, presenting the 
problems, and setting up camittees. 
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2. An extended period of canmittee work. 

3- Session for consideration of preliminary reports of camittees 
(with buzz groups). 

4, Further committee work to incorporate suggestions. 

5. Final reports of committees, and summary (evaluation).36 

Thus, @ work-shop starts with a general meeting that discusses the 

problem area, end then breaks down into sweller groups, each of which is 

  

concerned with a single espect of the problex.37 ‘The small groups report 

back at generel meetings. The finel session makes use of the evaluation 

technique to sumerize ite findings. 

Doday, an extre feature is being edded to this last generel session, 

that is, consideration for "back-hane-2application" of the results of the 

workshop.35 This is accomplished chiefly through the use of role playing, 

in which vwork-shop "“enswers" are related to "live" situations. 

9. Laboratory training 

Laboretory training elas to support the pastor's efforts to improve 

the quality of skills and performance of people in positions such ss 

Sundey School teaching, group leadership, Calling, etc. 

Laboratory treining should not be confused with ordinary treining 

clesses in which people are told about attitudes, abilities and skills. 

This may be training but not in the "leboratory" sense. This procedure     
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of laboratory training is a place where people learn by doing. Labo- 

retorles offer these advantages for training: 

1. The learner is free to try sonething new. 

2. Mistakes are expected and they help to train. 

3. ‘The learner sees the effect his skills achieve. 

4. he training group helps him to perfect skills patroneh con= 
structive criticisms. 

Thus this procedure essentially turns ea group into a "practice* 

Session ond is to be used over e period of several meetings. 

Meny denoninations heve recognized the value of the see and do 

method, long practiced in secular education, end have recently produced 

leadership or feacher Education Audio-Visual Kits thet are well vorth 

using es part of laboratory training. If at all possible e local church . 

should send at least one or two of its key leaders to a good laboratory 

training school cach year. Our oim Synod has LSV schools, Youth Workers 

Conferences, Workshops, and Seminars, etc. for our use. 

Persons attending such laboretory training centers can bring hone a 

vision of the nossibilities of such a school and how @ similar though 

smaller one might be set up within their hone congregation.40 

10. Field trips 

I & recent manuel put out by the Netional Association of Community 

Chests, editor Paul McFarlend pointed out thet the meeting or group 
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“cones out of its ivory tower when it adopts the community eround it as a 

laboratory by means of this procedure."4) ‘This is precisely the purpose 

ora field trip--to give first hand experience, through observetion, for 

working st group problems. 

Projects, such as the setting up of exhibits, also may be classified 

in this procedure type, as well as "verlous kinds of fact-finding end 

study-ection research. "42 

Church groups of all ages can engege this nrocedure into their 

meetings after visiting other churches, child care institutions, courts, 

tom council neetings, political gatherings, housing projects, Old Folk's 

Homes, charlteble institutions, etc. Always it is more worthwhile if 

some definite purpose is behind the trip--perhaps to the benefit of the 

place visited. ' 

Essential steos in planning and conducting a field trip ere: 

1. Confer with your hosts." : 

2. Detailed arrangement of tour. 

3. Assignment of "guides." 

h. Briefing on place ‘end purpose of visit. 

5. Time scheduled for evaluation or to epply what wes observed.43 

Field trips, to be purposeful, should (on the seme day) allow for 

time to exchange ideas and impressions through discussion groups, or even 
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through scmewhet formal reports . 4+ Thus & group can relate its findings 

end observance toward positive action in group assembly. 

c. Techniques, Their Expianetion and Use 

1. Buzz veams ("Phillips 66") 

This technique involves the division of a group into amaller sub- 

Groups for a limited period of time with | specific thing to be done.45 

Several sub-grouns of approximately four to ten people are dram fron a 

larger group or eudience--to engage in intimate conversation concerning 

the problem et hand. 

Buzz groups usuelly report their thinking or recomendations to the 

total group by asking one person ‘to summarize their discussion and to 

indicate minority as well as mejority opinion. 46 

A version of the buzz group was evolved by Professor Don Phillips of 

Michigan State College and nicknamed the "Phillips 66 technique." The 

audience breaks up into groups of six each, and "buzzes" for only six 

minutes of lively diecourse on a proposed project.47 

The "Buzz" technique is e practical wey to get each member in the 

group to participate. It is extremely versatile and can be coupled to 

elmost any other tyne of technique ‘or procedure. An imaginative leader 

could figure out indefinite ways of using this technique.   
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To mention but a few useges: 

1. Before a speech, to get the members set on certain questions 
they will ask ERS speaker, or certain points each buzz division 
will look for. 

2. As an introduction to a round table. 

3. Js a socializing technique to get people interested in the 
mecting, for serticipation, or to stir up those shy individuais 
who will talk Jn smaller seguents. 

4. At the end of symposiuas or workshop sessions to get reaction. 

2. Work teans 

The Worl Teams technique, like buzz tas, results fron the division 

of & group into smaller sub-groups. However, work-teems stay together 

for longer perlods--frequently from twenty mimztes to one hour, although 

they do not take up an entire meeting. 

Work teams are different from buzz teams whose duty usuelly is to 

get face-to-face participation or stimulate iIndividuel interest in the 

over-all problem, not to solve parts of 1%. Work teams also differ in 

thet they frequently use resource persons who have extre insight end 

experience. Their work is narrower in scope, allowing for more concen= 

trated thinking. The members of each team work intensively on particular 

probleus within the limite of the over-all problen.70 

In e@ Bible study instance--a leader may first have a discussion on 

background usteriel for orientation of a certein book the group is 
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studying, and then ask several work tesms to dig into the more hidden 

probleus of soue passage which is important to that discussion. After 

twenty minutes, each work teaa may present its findings, and e general 

ceaperison and discussion should follow. 

Work teams may be used in connection with any report (e.g., fron a 

Research team) for the purpose of collecting, organizing, or interpreting 

various phases of the information tims received.71: 

The pastor should be awere of the velue of this technique for in an 

actual "doing" situation such es this, people ere able to: 

1. receive an active role, not “nessive" participation; 

2. becone more adequate group workers; 

3- chenge toward better mman reletions with fellow through work 
parbicipation.J2 

3. Research teens 

When individuels or snall comittees in e group follow up the 

session by further study end research outside, then report on their 

findings, they are using the reseerch team technique.23 

Often the use of “resource” versons, (experts in their line) is 

included in this technique. These experts cné| be brought in to give 

Specific information when it is needed. 

"Emerts," or research teem reports, can be brought to groups on 
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tepe recording.5% Their reports should be related to the purpose of the 

Greup by sone epproximate introduction, end used in some follow-up 

discussion. For instence, if a missionary was to be brought in as a 

"resource" person on religious conditions in India-=questions might be 

prepared in edvance for explanation by the leader. 

A "discussion-group" »rocedure might elso be en aid in helping a 

resource person to glve an interesting report, rather than a dry lecture 

thet feils to reach the interests of the group.99 

4. Role pleying (Socio-drena) 

This technique involves “acting out" situations that give oppor- 

tunity for one person to understand another's point of view=--to see 

things fron "inside out" es it were.55 summery and evaluation are ex- 

pected to follow. 

tts “newmess" bes been criticized-=but forms of pantomime or re- 

hearsed drenatic Gxpression, were used in the church of the Middle Ages oT 

However, this. technique is not usually a rehearsed drama using a pre- 

pared seript. It is most effective when it is spontaneous .98 

There steps must be followed: 

1. Define the problen end describe the situation. 
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2. Have group decide what type characters be portrayed. 

3- Instruct the players what to portrey. 

h, Act out the scene. 

  

5- Cut, when “iden” is expressed. 

6. “Have group members evaluate, snelyze, end give solution to roles 
played. (Use discussion procedure or "buzz" technique.) 

7. Replay the scene, if necessary.79 

The role-playing technique (often referred to es Socio-Dreme) is uot 

to be an "entertaining-breather" in the meeting. Remeuber, that the 

chief purpose of the role pleying idea is to clarify the understanding of 

disputed issues, or by pointed questions after the portrayal of a problea, 

to gain insight into the existing situation end the end in view.60 

5. Eveluetion ("Feedback") 

When c group tekes a wey of finding out how they are getting along, 

whet they have done, and whether their actions and behavior faithfully 

carry out their intentions, they are getting "feedback," or using the 

"evaluation" technique OL 

Eveluation may in sone uses be canpared to thet or a review lesson 

or test given to a class. 

There ere essentially four kinds of evaluation: 

1. Eveluation of goals. 
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Evaluation of achievements. 

Evaluation of group grovth. 

Eveluation of personal growth.©2 

This technique can have tremendous velue, but because group self= 

eveluation is likely to show up some of the limitations of group members, 

it is dangerous when misused. 

Soue auxiliaries for using this technique to greater benefit are the 

following: 

Le 

2. 

56 

  

Group-discussion, cither a general conversation tyne situation 
expressing all views, or buzz groups to get "feedback." 

Post-mecting reaction sheets to be handed in et the end of a 
meeting unsigaed: questionnaires, opinioneires, reaction polis, 
Objective “trueefalse" lists, etc. 

Use of an observer to look Zor certain pre-discussed vrobleus, 
or who, by the permission of the group may report on es eee 
endeavors e 

Listening teams, which observe the climate, cohesion, etc, of 
the totel groupe 

Tape-recording of an average session may be pleyed beck and 
judged--and may be fun, or maybe uot! : 

The most important result of this tecknique is when concrete 

positive action develops out of all the talk. Use of the Work Teen 

technique immedietely following evelustion is a fine idea. For they can 

study, interpret, and present solutious to the assenbly--and thus use 

“evalustion" to good advantege.63 

  

rittle, Ope cite, De 60. 
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CHAPTER VI 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION TO CHURCH WORK 

thus far nothing has been done to relate ell the theory, mechanics, 

and principals of Group Dynamics in | total, practical wey to church work. 

this chapter shell. make such an attempt. The writer feels that theory 

cen best be seen in reintion to practice thru the “eye" of actual real 

life cese.studies, as others heve epplied group dynemies to their church 

Work. David Livingstone used to say that “the end of the exploration is 

the beginning of the enterprise." So here, we feel that the ectucel 

epplicetion is the important thing.+ 

Ae Four Mejor Situations in using "Dynemics" 

1. Conplexity in applying group dynamics 

As we exauine the neture of the men group ve see that this cluster 

of humen beings is actually en operational powerhouse! In en ectual 

meeting people pool. interests, experience, akills, and personalities in 

en upward thrust that developes purpose and meening.2 

Bat the pastor or leader can gain purpose end meaning fron Group 

Gynamics only es he realizes the canplex nature of people end their needs, 

end thet these factors will ceuse group probleus which must be solved by 

  

ipeyl F. Douglass, Workshop Way in The Church (New Yori: 
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patient training. Group dynawics then, in “real life” can be complex... 

and the application of its procedures, techniques end theory will not or 

can not be used in such orderly or systenatie fashion, as 1t may be seen 

in print. 

The case studies presented here deuonstrate, “between the lines,” 

that leader's suereness of this cauplexity, and thus his use of varied 

principals, techniques, end procedures in a single meeting. 

2. he four “problems” or situations 

Fron the study of this thesis it eannears that the pastor who uses 

group dynomics should "see," among othar applications, at least the 

following four situetions. These are of primary importance in ectual 

practice: 

1. Group dynexics in guiding individual-menber difficulties, 
concerning negative and positive types. 

2. Group dynamics in providing sizilis and training, & necessity 
for problea number three. 

3- Group dynamics in eaiplying Role eae ae envolying all 
menbers of the group. 

kh. Group dynemics in resolving @®oup ditficulties, by creative use 
of contlict. 

B. Gase Studies Visualizing these Situations 

Therefore these four case studies heve been selected--not et randon-- 

but purposefully in answer to the above listed problems. ALL of then 

show ample use of many of the principles, procedures, and techniques 

discussed: 
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CASE STUDY fo. 1.«-"Individuals in Dynawic Participation” 

Understanding the pettern of participation in comection with 

nature end immature individuel performance is basic. The pestor should 

be avare of the many types. of roles individuals essuue when in a meeting, 

as we have discussed then in chapter four. 

When the pastor or soue of his ley leaders are aware of the influence 

mature menbers can have on the immature, end how the "few" can guide the 

rest toward character growth or group growth, then they are ready to 

epply or perhaps are already applying Group Dynamics. For, as we learned 

in chepter three, “moral character is partly a group phenomenon."3 

This case study illustrates cleerly the interaction of mature and 

immature performence. Note that the “proposer” has developed fer along 

the road to mature particization. Observe elso that the PASTOR is in the 

beckground--where he should be now. For the meeting belongs to the 

uewbers! ie is only e "spiritual guide" here--and Imous (cf. chapter 

four) that leadership is a “shared process." 

X-Ray of Mature and Immature Role Performencet 

An edited excerpt fron the verbatim transcript of e meeting gives a 
picture of 2 group et work as the members--mature and imusture-- 
play their roles: 

ser: The question I wish to raise relates to the wisdon of 
Gaveloping 2 completely graded Bible cless progrem for adults. [I 
realize that this question raises a query as to whether we can 

  

3mugh Hartshorne, Character in Human Relebions (New York: Charles 
Seribner'’s Sons, 1932), p. 301. 
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improve upon ovr present class orgenization. I wish to move that we 
appoint a camittee to Sua this subject and report beck to our 
next monthly meeting. 

Those of us who have been thinking about this subject believe that 
such @ graded program for edults will increase the attendance at the 
Bible class, and provide a more desirable service of instruction to 
all adults. Aliso it will revitalize and deepen the religious under=- 
standing ond devotionel habits of our people. 

The Church council, together with our PASTOR, neve studied this 
matter, end we believe that e graded progrem for adults will involve 
more men and women in e@ more spiritually productive wey in the 
activities of Christian education. 

Chaimnen: Your proposal is that we eppoint a special camittee to 
explore the possibility of developing a canpletely graded Bible 
class for adults. Do I hear e second to the motion? 

  

(The motion was seconded; discussion proceeded.) 

Blocker; I can't see any reason for passihs this motion! thet 
good is it going to do us, any way? 

Proposer: If I may, I should like to say a word shout my motion. 
Car clesses have becone unadapteble affairs. They include members 
of both sexes and all ege ranges. But adulthood is not just one 
uniform status. In each life cycle people have a special life 
interest. Within this general pattern of adulthood there is need 
for smaller groupings. 

My motion is based on the idea: that Bible study opportunity for 
each individual should be in a cless large enough to challense hin 
end his teacher but small enough to meet his individuel spiritual 
needs. Ranging eccording to age is proven as a good plen. Nomually 
the adult interest spans a ten-year cycle. 

A wider spen increases the difficulty of teaching end makes indi= 
viduel learning less effective. It is for this purpose that I heve 
made wy motion. : 

(fhe discussion proceeded. ) 

Clarifier: let me see if I understend your proposal. Your idea is 
to break down the Adult Bible class into smaller groups based on age 
ranges. 

Proposer: Yes, you have sumariced my suggestion correctly. By 
taking such a step, we will interest more people and better serve 
their spiritual needs. : 
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Bendwegon Boy: Sounds good to me. Iet's try saxething new for a 
change, how about it? 

Blinéfish: What's wrong with our present orgenization? When saue- 
thing is going good, why upset the applecart? 

Playboy: As I was saying, Sunday School is the only educational 
instltution people never seem to graduate fron. Why not give people 
] rest and let them listen to the TV? 

Welgher: Isn't your proposal a reversal of the whole philosophy of 
the Sundey School movement? . Isn't it a right-ebout-face? I should 
like to balence the reasons for a change egeinst maintaining our 
present progran. 3 

Proposer: The reason why I have suggested the consideration of a 
graded adult progran is because there 1s reason to believe that such 
& progrean will reach more people with greater spiritual effective- 
ness. I know that we are doing a very good job now, but I think we 
cen do a better one, that's all. We have learned a lot about 
Christian education In the last 20 years since the organized adult 
class moveucnt started to roll. 

  

Dodger: It sounds like e new-fengled idea of the new pestor to me! 
What do you think? 

Mediator: Maybe he has some ideas that we ought to consider. | 

Blockers I'll tell you one thing. I know that Bill Schultz will 
blow his top and get out of the church if you break up the cless he 
is teaching. 

Gatekeeper (or PASTOR): i suppose our standard to judge by here is 
wnat kind of adult organization will help people most to find and . 
know God and serve him in their daily lives. 

Explorer: fm I correct in thinking that the graded adult progran 
would require more teachers? 

Blocker; Where are you going to get them? Schultz has been 
teaching that class for bar ty, eens ene oo eee eave 
line to take his place. 

Blindfish: Tt looks to me as'if everything is going: good now. Why 
not let well enough alone? 

Blocker: Is there any reason to break up the cless? There were 
fifty-six out last Sunday. Aren't they satisfied? Aren't they 
happy? Way disturb us? I'm in the class and I intend to stay in it!   
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poser: I would like to answer the question about ths need for 
more teachers. Yes, the graded adult progren would reauire 2 lot 
more teachers. I em confident that they can be enlisted and also 
trained. 

Explorer: One more question. With more clesses, would we not 
require more classvoan: space? 

Blocker: Where's the money caning fran? 

Proposer: Yes, wa would reed more education syace. That is one of 
ths problems for us to think through in relation to the proposel. 
Personally, I feel that it is encouraging to think thet we shail 
need more space for our growing program. 

Explorer: Let me ask this question for my ow infometion. Eas 
this graded adult program been ettempted enywhere in our vicinity, 
end if so, whet results have been experienced? 

Proposer: ‘The answez to your question is that St. Merk's Church 
greted its edult departaent lest year. 

Ebpplorer: dust one other questicn--if Imay. How would you divide 
up the cycle of adulthood by classes?   

  

Proposer: in ten-year spans, say 25-35, 35-45, 45-55, etc. IT 
think we should ctudy each of these groups to detensine their needs 
eng interests. Adults keep growing and their needs keep changing. 

Blind?ish: I don't understand the reason for ell this discussion. 
4s doun seid, there were fifty-six out Sundey. That sounds pretty 
good to me. Ho other church in tow hed that many edults out to 
their Bible Class! 

Bubbler: Well, sonetines you have more out, and souetimes 1es5, 
but there's elways = good attendance. (ifote this one!) 

Gatekeeper (or PASTOR): Our real concern is to find the kind of 
orgenizotion thet will permit us to understand more fully the love 
end grace of God workings in it. 

Fommiator: I think the proposal has merit, but if it is handled in 
the wrong way, 1% could blow us sky high. What would you all think 
of ‘inviting to the next meeting of this camittee the adult leeders 
to hear our neighbor, the superintendent of St. Mark's adult 
division, tell about his experience with multiple unlts end greded 
classes for adults? 

m: That seems to me to be a good suggestion. Let's look 
into the proposal. I move thet we invite the St. Mark's super- - 
intendent to our next meeting. I uske that as an emendment to the 
motion before us. : 
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Synthesist: What you are suggesting, Harry, is that we exemine the 
experience et St. Mark's es: the next step in the study of this 

proposal? 

Mediator: Of course with the undorstending that the pastor, super- 
intendent, and adult class officers ere here. We went the people 
involved present when we discuss the subject. I em sure that by the 
proper epproach we can work out whetever is best for the church. 
Some of us can't absorb these revolutionary ideas ell at once. 

Gatekeeper (or PASTOR): We have a comion purpose.- We are trying to 
find the most effective way to experience God in our daily life. And 
I en happy to sce that we are striving in a meture way toward that 
goel. 

(ihe motion and amendment were passed.) 

CASE STUDY Ho. 2.-="Leboratory treining in Church" 

This study demonstrates the wonderful results of adenting levoretory 

principals to a single church, or for congregational use only. District 

Supported "retreats" need not be the only way! 

Hote that in this excerience the evaluation techniaue was used to 

@002 adventsge, thru ea good procedural eet up. This conbination of 

lsboratory procedure, plus en evaluation technique, together with a 

knowledge of group dynemic's principals, no doubt accounted for mich of 

its success. 

The pastor who uses this procedure also for training his lay-leaders 

end workers, should have no lack of skilled workers. For many will have 

both seen end performed, thru leb training. Skill in leadership end 

group functioning is perhapa as importent as teacher training. For 

chiefly thru leadership training are groups led to produce such results 

as ere showm in these case studies. 
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They Learn to Teach By Watching? 

The one-day demonstration school hes proved to be one of our most 
effective ways of training church school teachers. Actually it is 
a four-hour laboratory school in which ell leaders are volunteers. 
The school is held in the church on Saturday, which seexzs to be the 
best day because the children who will be part of the leb training 
are then out of school. Also the men can then came in goodly 
muibers. Incidently, increasing numbers of men are participating 
in the teaching work of our church because of this type of school. 

The first unique fexture of our schools is that the denonstration 
teaching is done by the teachers of the host church with their own 
children in their nomal situations. Another feature is that other 
volunteer lay leaders from outside the host church, one for each 
denonstration grouo, ere brought in to observe end to guide the 
evaluation period. ‘These ere persons wlth special skills and 
training for this part of the program. 

fitter experimentation with verious schedules, we have. found that a 
shortened and lishtened schedvle gets the best results in this tyne 
of school. ‘The schools are held on Saturday, registration be- 
ginning ot 8:30 a.m. At 9:00 am. the children are gathering in 
their demonstration groups in presession activities and all observers 
are together for a brief worship and orientation. At 9:15 observers 
Go to their respective ege groups for further orientation by one of 
the demonstration teachers. The demonstration session itself (the 
actual lab training), as near like the usual Sunday session in the 
host church as possible, begins at 9:30 and runs until 10:45. 

A full helf hour of recess cones at 10:45, when coffee and doughnuts 
ere served. ‘This break is highly important, as it gives tine for 
fellowship and for comparing experiences which improves the evelu- 
ation period to follow. The children (not the adults) are given 
refreshments ond then sent on their wey home. Evaluation in the 
Groups begins at 11:45 and runs until 12:45, closing with a brief 
worship in each groun. 

WABHETEAEE 

i He Ze : 
| In the orientation at 9, Zor the entire group of observers or 

"trainees," they are told the nature of the school, its "history" 
| end relation to other phases of our leadership education program, 

what its purpose is, the schedule, how to behave as observers, some 
tips on what to look for. They are edvised thet the school does not 
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pretend to denonstrate "perfect" teaching, but to show whet conpe- 
tent teachers can do in.a given situation when they are adequately 
prepared. ‘They ere asked to Look for principles, to appraise 
procedures in the light of the situation, to think in tems of 
edaptation and not of adoption. 

In the orientation for the particuler group, or. "guinea pig" cless 
Which they will observe, they are told sonething of the preparation 
the teachers have made, the purposes which they have set for then- 
selves, the problems which they face in their particular situation, 
the lesson, activity and worship plans which they are seeking to 
follow, and whet they. hope for on the part of the observers. 

The curriculum used is that being used regularly by the host church 
and the observers. The lesson is for the Sunday following the dey 
on which the school is held. Children are invited to participate in 
limited nunbers, ebout 10 to e class, to evold any. confusion. 
Junior high is included with very good results. One thing has been 
abundantly proved: the boys.and girls of any age are not one whit 
disturbed by the presence of sometimes es many as 25 observers in a 
Group. 

SHRI 

The evaluation period is crucial. We have given much sitention to 
how to make it creative and a reel stimulus to growth. We have 
developed a corp of skilled leaders for this purpose. They are 
Successful teachers presently teaching the same lessons in their ow 
church schools. ‘They have been given help in guiding a group 
process, interpreting questions, keeping discussion on the track, 
discerning the main issues from the spurious. 

The value of the chief evaluator, acting as a chairman with the 
demonstration teachers es a sort of PANEL, is fairly obvious. She 
has been o treined observer with e specific purpose during the 
demonstration. -The dewonstration teachers do not need to worry 
sbout the evaluation which is to follow. They will not be “on the 
spot" end are not likely. to be.on the defensive. For all members, 
both demonstrators and observers, are reminded thet persons learn 
fron mistekes and fellures as well as from successes. 

The observers thus have more of a fellow-feeling.and are more 
objective when the focus of their questions, criticisms, and comen- 
dstions (a11 of which ere encouraged) is toward this "neu : 
chaimen rather than the demonstration teachers. Wo one isan . 
"expert" in this situation. It is a group of fellow workers seeking 

the truth: And the straining. laboratory hes helped them to find 
it. Said one young minister efter a recent lsb school in which over 
60 adults yartictpated, "It surely showed what a single averaged 
Be eae Cea Set Un oe ee ree teachers and ley 
WOorsers
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CASE STUDY No. 3.-="Role Satisfaction Thru Penels" 

In the current theory of man relationships the "role" is “the 

chief social consideration,"© and thus 1t becomes one of the most in- 

portent factors for the pastor to ccnst abr in epplying group dynenics to 

church work. You recall fron cheitar three that "zole satisfaction" is 

Supplied when a “functioning position is occupied by an individual in the 

working program of a group."7 3 

Observe how perfectly the leaders in this case stucy put this 

knowledge to use in theiz church progran. The tremendous results stated 

by Me. Wunderlich are the fruits of this king of programing. Note alco 

how well PANEL Giscugsions were used in connection. 

Stewardship Club Stimleates New Lite 

Eerly in 1954 our old church in this suburb of St. Louis was 
beconing unsefe for large crowds. In order to create interest for 
& new edifice, a few farsighted individuels of the congregation 
started a "Strive for '55 Club." ‘The club grew repidly end 
Succeeded in its goal of ‘heving e new church building progran 
sterted early in 1955. 

4fter echieving this aim and erousing greater interest of our 
members in their church, we thought it foolish to simply disband 
the club. We decided to change the neme to St. John's Stewardship 
Club . . . and continue the good work. 

Since the organizetional setup wes elready there, ell that was 
missing was good program. In Looking about for various materiais 
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the cheimnen meade sone heppy choices. In the first meeting the 
filu-strip called "The Glad Church and the Sad Church" (fron CPE) 
was show. ‘Then e copy of the booklet "Measuring Ourselves," first 
published in ADVANCE in February, 1955, was given to every one 
present. Thess were very profitevle for they laid the foundation 
of a nine-month educationel program. 

The eight headings of Worship, Public Relations, Education, 
Gvangeliscn, Stewardship, Administration, Property, and Coais which 
were described in the film and the booklet were then explained. 
Bight leaders or moderetors, one for each subject, were chosen anc 
assigned to = particuler part of the roona.e The people in attendance 
Were given their choice of joining in eny of the groups Zor "buzz" 
cessious and discussion of that subject. Each leader was given 
instructions to get his section organized, informed, and activated 
in preparation for presentetions in later joint essembly mectings. 

Each monthly progrem wes planned to provide Zor e penel-discussion 
frou each of the cight groups, waich would give e clear picture of 
the explanation end purpose of their area of endeavor. Guest 
Speakers were invited to speals on the subject under discussion. Tho 
penel. menbers were given specific subjects (fran the booiilet) to 
present, with the moderator eliciting questions from the assenbiy. 
Ta most instances the PANELS came forth prepared with fects end 
figures 2s to what St. Jon's is doing now, what shouid te done to 
improve eny weak factor, and how this improvement could be eifected. 
In order tc keep the congregation informed on the topics under 
discussion, a seeciel insert wes placed into the Sunday bulletins 
preceding the meetings listing the subjects to be discussed, the 
moderator, the panelists, and the guest speaker. The club 
attendance grew fron month to month. 

The prograzs also included saze “singing sessions" to provide 
breaks. The progren usually ended with light refreshnents and many 
oa unplanned busz session around the cake, coffee, and ice crean. 
The topics of Giscussion as they pertained to our local situation 
Were s 

"The Gled Church and the Sad Church” Mays 
June: Fanel Discussion, on "Public Reletions" 
duly: Panel Discussion, on “iucetion" 
4uge: Panel Discussion, on “Worship" 

Sept.: Panel Discussion, on “Evengelisn" 
Oct.: Panel Discussion, on "Stewardship" 
Nov.: Penel Discussion, on "Administration" 
Dece: Panel Discussion, on "Goals for '56" 

WHAT HAPPENED 

This progrem meade deep impressions on the meubers perticipating: 
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Té provided en enlightened, interested, and ective group 
of people to participate in any project of the church. 

This group spearheaded a §100,000 fund-raising project, 
which was over-subsceribed in cash and pledges. 

i gave many people an opportunity to witness for Christ, 
hea these panel discussions. 

Many of them beceme better acquainted as they organized to 
get facts and figures about St. John's. Many of these will 
be of inestimable value Zor future programs. 

It geve impetus to many changes in the constitution and by- 
lews of the congregetion to improve edministration. Every 
resolution presented to the voting body was eccepted. - - 

4s @ result of the July presentation on “Education” many 
new teachers were brought into the Sunday School progren. 
This was so vital in ea growing congregation! 

Contributions for Synod's work increased noticeebly. 

Church attendance rose to a new high. 

The club has organized a canvass of our entire area in 
preparation for the caning program of the newly developed 
PIR Mission. 

There is a noticeable increase of interest on the part of 
the meubers in ell the activities of the church. 

Surely the Holy Spirit has used this means in the service of the 
Gospel to enable the meubers of our congregation in the second 
century of its existence to carry on the Lord's work with a mich 
greater zeal. 

CASE STUDY No. 4.-="Catalytic Leadership in Act: 

Of the four problems under observation, GROUP problem-solving is 

perheps of most important concern’to the pastor in his meeting work. It 

is the writer's opinion that the following case study (by a Missouri Synod 

pestor) demonstrates an answer to this problem in ea superior wey. 

Observe the underlying knowledge of group dynemic theory and princi- 

pal eat work here, Rev. Lessuamn's keen insight Into adult behavior, and
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his sense of timing in applying procedures. Note also his proper choice 

Of procedures, in using o, SYMPOSIWI for this type of problem. 

Here you see vividly a perfect example of truly "catalytic" leader- 

ship in action--as we discussed this process in chapter four. 

ROW FIRST LUTHERAN CHURCH OF TOWSON, MARYLAND, BECAME A 
SELP-SUPPORTING COHGREGATION--A STUDY IN. PLANNED 
GROUP DYNAMICS WHICH PRODUCED A DESIRABLE CHANGE? 

First Intheran Church of Towson, Maryland, vas a conparatively emall 
“mission” congregation of approximately eight and one-half year's 
standing. As a mission 1t was receiving a monthly financial subsidy 
reaging enywhere fron $300.00 per month at the time of its inception 
in 1945 down to $150.00 per month in December of 1953. 

4s @ little chlid growing up must eventually reach maturity and 
independency and. asoume a normal, responsible,. productive place in 
society, so, in the opinion of the writer who hes served es minister 
of this congregation from the beginning, it wes necessary for this 
church to becaue self-supporting=--end the sconer the better. Sane- 
times children do not want to "grow up." It is so much easier to 
renain e child, dependent upon someone else for support end for the 
making of decisions. The same can be said of a young church. It is 
SO much easier to remain under a Mission Board, relying unon it for 
support end “assists” and the determination of programs. and policies. 

This lethergic, reluctent, dependent, almost fearful "I-don't-want - 
to-grow-up" ettitude was quite evident in the congregetion. Year 
efter yeer the question of cutting the subsidy wes brought up, and 
elthough the consregetion each year had experienced a sizeable 
&rowth in membership, very rerely did it dare to cut the subsidy 
more then ten to $25.00 at @ time. Meanwhile, the “child” wes not 
essuning its rightful responsibility, wes feerful cf walking alone 
too soon, and consequently could not reach its tull potential of 
productivity. 

The matter ley dorment until the Fall of 1953. ‘The writer had 
received e call to another church, and this congregation reelized, 
that if they wanted to keep their pastor who wes anxious to stay .. . 
they had better do something fast. At this time the Finance 
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Committee made its customary study of financiel possibilities for 
the coming yeer and begen preparing its 1954 budget. After careful 
calculation of the past and prayerful consideration of the future, 
coupled with encouragement and please by the writer, the comittec 
cams forth with the earth-shattering conclusion end recommendation 
to the Church Council that ell subsidy should be eliminated be= 
ginning Jamery 1, 1954, end that the congregation should declere 
itself self-supporting eat that time. Much of this decision wes 
based on sheer feith, rather than cold calculation, since it was not 
actually known thence some $1500 of the proposed budget would came. 

The recommendation was brought to the ettention of the Council in 
November. fm eutire evening of discussion pro and con was devoted 
to the subject, ond when the vote was teken, 1% was equelly 
divided....the chaizmen casting his vote to break the tie in favor 
of self-supsort .« 

THRE 

It was et this point thet the pleaned GROUP DYNAMIC principals came 
to the fore. Wrom the Church Council it is necessary to bring all 
matters of business before the entire voting membership of the 

eee It was decided to call a special meeting to present 
macter. 

Realizing that several men on the Council who opposed self-support 
were eloguent speakers, and et the same time consecrated Christian 
laymen, highly respected in the congregation, whose opinions at thia 
special meeting would undoubtedly bear great weight, yet recognizing 
at the saue time e certain anount of habitual conservatism end leci 
of vision and unwillingness to venture forth on a greater chollenge 
of faith, the writer decided that careful planning wes necessary fcr 
this lerger meeting, or.the ceuse would be lost. At the same tine 
it wes quite obvious that if a favoreble decision were to be 
rendered by the group, it would be necessary that the decision be 
unanimous, or et least nearly co. If it were not so, though the 
resolution of self=supvort might be adonted, it might not be 
supported whole-heartedly in.the forthcoming yeer. 

dust ebout this time the writer was attending a Group Dynamics 
course at John's Hoplcin's University. In this course, which touched 
also “"humen relations," it wes clearly demonstrated, in theory end 
practice, that “argument with him (the objector) may just make hin 
feel worse about himself, and therefore make him fight harder. ‘Ths 
best approach is for tke rest to show him they respect his ideas, 
even though they may not agree with him.” Also it beceme quite 
clear thru this course in Group Dynamics, that it is extrenely 
important, (for group unanimity) to list all fects and opinions, 
preferably on a chalkboard, through e "recorder." And over end 
above ell, it became clear to the writer that: it would be desirable 
to give the "conscientious objectors" the fullest opportunity to
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express themselves, without eny attempt to Berroa or belittle their 
Opinions and ideas. 

Accordingly the following plen was born. The writer, having 
consulted with the President of the congregation, whan he urged to 
be completely democratic and uwablased at the mesting in his presen- 
tation of the case, selected the two most eloquent objectors 
together with the two most convinced devotees of self=-supnort es a 
panel to present both sides to the Voter's Assembly. ‘This hereto- 
fore unheard of course of action at a meeting of this Kind wes . 
readily agreed upon by all concerned, end so the meeting began. And 
the SYMPOSIUM-FORUM PROCEDURE. coubinetion became the medium. Both 
sides of the picture were presented very capably, both in Zact and 
fecling. Two separate chalk boerds were euployed to list the perti- 
nent points, one board for each side. After ali four members of the 
panel had spoken, questions from the floor were permitted, and were 
readily volumteered; thereafter additional coments in the fom of 
fact and opinion were solicited from the floor. 

THERA 

Finelly the tine had errived for the vote. At this tine the writer 
esked for the floor, and in his edvisory capacity urged that IF a 
najority vote should be cast in favor of self-support, and should 
euch a majorlty be only a small one, the assembly should reverse its 
decision and ride with the minority, because total cooperation would 
be needed in such a large matter, and a suall majority would hardly 
be indicative of a successful endeavor of this kind at this time. 
In other words, the writer asserted that we were not ready for self- 
Support end ought to postvone the issue for another year IF only a 
euell majority vote should be cast in favor. 

The vote was taken. Self-support was the decision by a majority vote 
of shout seventy-five percent. Naturally the question was then 
raised to the writer as to whet he had in mind by a “large enough" 
majority vote. The writer placed the matter right beck in the hands 
of the group stating thet in his opinion this minority ought to rule 
if the minority honestly felt that we vere unready for self-support 
and could not put their heart into the program. The result: one 
by one the “eonscientious objectors" essured the group that they 
nost definitely would support the progrem with all their strength 
and ebilities....First Lutheran Church was on its way!! 

Without discounting Divine Guidance for one manent in this matter-- 
end the group as a group did seek the help of God: in this momentous 
decision--1t would seen that the following sound principals of mmen 
relations es found in the study of Group Dynamics were largely 
responsibie for the successful outcane: 

1. It is important to let the group decide for itself without 
eny autocratic demands.
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2. It is importent to have en expression of opinion frau 
everyone in the group, carefully listing all, and at no 
time belittling any opinion given. 

3. It is important to realize the special adaptability of the 
various procedures and techniques of Group Dynawics for 
such purposes. 

hk, It is important not to argue with opposition, but instead 
to utilize opposition ltself by giving it a prominent place 
and opportunity of expression. 

"TE SOUND PRINCIPLES OF GROUP DYNAMICS, IN PRODUCING 
A DESIRABLE CHANGE, HAD WORKED.” 

CONCLUSIONS 

After a soucwhet thorough study of the relationship of Group 

Dynamics to Church meetings, it 1s the writer's sincere opinion that 

‘there can be no question of its spiritual velue. 

The writer must confess when he began this study that he was con- 

cerned chiefly with finding sane methods or "gimmicks" which he could use 

in @ leadership cepacity=-to “hendle" such dif?icult persons like “Joe 

Blovhard and Moxy Monopolizer," for inetence--as they can literally 

dsreil end hinder the importent work of God's Kingdon on earth, es it 

tekes nlece in church meetings. 

The writer realizes now the naivity of this tyne of search, but 

feels thet he perhaps is not the only one who hes thought of leadership 

in this way. 

Group Dyasmics canpletely transcends this whole idea of “controlling” 

or “menipuleting" others. If science wes ever the henduaid of theology, 

certainly group dynamics is the hendmeaid of spirituel progress through 

group work in the church. For it is concerned with the character growth 

of both individuals and groups toward desired and valuable gocls, BUT HOT
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i] THE SENSE OF ANY “MEANS TO AN ENDS" 

the Geripturel doctrine of our church might perhaps very well adait 

the usage of group dynamics, if it can be viewed as one of the gifts of 

Sociel science which God has given us. For it does not necessarily have 

to be regarded in a synergistic frame of mind, i.e., as a spiritusl aid 

or mediua for the Holy Guost to produce fellowship and Christian love. 

Sone of the published materiale of the World Council of Churches caze 

dengerously close in suggesting such synergistic velues to Group Dynamics! 

Bat if we can adopt the use of Group Dynanics in the LUTHERAN CHURCE 

by regarding it as a gift of God for use in His Church (es printing, for 

instance, was to the circulation of the Bible) then we can say that Group 

Dynamics may ednittedly create the climate, ettitudes, skills, etc., 

which facilitates the spiritveal growth of Christians as they interact in 

the group work of the Church. In this sense, we mey even say that the 

prectice of Group Dynamics fairly “begs for the Holy Spirit” to cave 

dwell with the group and nour out his blessings, for in its ideality 

Group Dynemics may create a perfect medium for the demonstration of 

Christian faith--through vbich faith, and for which falth alone the 

Spirit cones. 

Mr. Wunderlich defended this point when he stated in his case study: 

“Surely the Holy Spirit hes used this means in the service of the Gospel 

to eneble the members of our congregation to earry on the Lord's work 

with greater zeal." 

let us speok now in o realm of husan activity and growth entirely 

divorced fron spiritual values. A more subtle value perhaps is the 

underlying effect that group dynamics can have upon both the individual 
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end the group itscl?. The writer is convinced that its principles can do 

much for the personal growth of people in a psychological sense, who care 

under its influence. Humanistically speeking, it hes done much in the | 

development of character, personality, end unselfish endeevor for | 

individuals end groups alike. Perhaps the individuel won't be aware of 

ite "dynemic" quality upon his person for several months,- but its effect 

has. been seen in numerous instances. 

The PASTOR who uses group dynemics to guide him in his leadership 

capacities will also realize many seculer values. For his work load may 

be lessened greatly according to his ability to use the concept of 

"shared leadership." Through laboratory training in the principals of 

Group Dynamics, lay leaders may-assist, or teke over completely many of 

the seculer duties. Moreover, thinking in tems of group dynamics - 

enables both leader and group to make use of conflict in positive ways. 

The PASTOR will need to spend less of his time es arbitretor in voter's 

neetings . 

Many leaders fall to make use of the actuel potential to be found in 

"creative" conflict, because they do not understand trues "catalytic" 

leadership. Yet Groun Dynemics stands or felis on the besis of it, for 

the principals of dynamics can be no better than the leader who uses then. 

Use and understending always go together. Jesus Himself used this type 

or leadership perfectly in the following wey=--He was not a "manipulator" 

but was also concerned vith men's material welfare, personality, and 

contentment. Especially in leading His disciples did He show His concern 

for their personal development. The PASTOR should remind himself that he 

also is not only ea “seelsorger," but like Jesus, he is also to be
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concerned about the progress of people in group relation-~end how they 

function both socially and psyehologically=-for their own welfare! 

it is the writer's opinion that a Christian PASTOR--once he is aware 

of the potentiel of group dynemics==cannot afford to by-pass its appli- 

cation to church work, if he is truly concerned with doing the work of 

the Kingdon to the best of his ability. It 1s hoped that the case 

studies heve portrayed the benefits of using Group Dynemics in Church 

work clearly cnough. 

Let us sey just a word about the use of the many procedures and 

kechniques Giscussed in the thesis. ‘They of course ere invaluable for 

developing and maintaining human fellowship, productivity, end interest 

in meeting work. However; as pointed out previously, they must be used 

appropriately--not merely for. entertainnuent, etc. The writer is of tie 

Opinion that ib is better for the inttiate leader to use only & few of 

‘the eccepiable techniques at first--to perfect his skill in applying 

then for.actual goal gain. Otherwise they may dctrect, not ada! A very 

few, cuch os role playing, should be used sparingly, 1f at all, for a 

leader must be quite skillful if he is to use these few to good advantage. 

One more caution the writer feels is necessary. ‘The PASTOR should 

renind himself thet+~like all “group sclences"=-this one too has certain 

principles besed not entirely on absolute scientific fact, but on © 

Telieble "probability." In years to cone go28 of these principles may 

be proved wrong. 

Only one absolutely reliable "dynamic," after ell is sald and done, 

actually remnins. For the Christian pastor, thet One is and can only be, 

the "aynemic" of the Holy Ghost.
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Christiens interact not on a humanistic selfish basis, not from any 

inherent “group” dynemic (although this power may well be present also), 

but rather frou the Holy Spirit's "aynemic" or power. And they do all 

this out of love of Christ! They must realize this, even es St. Peul did 

in ecytiticg the Ephesians: "Fit im with one enother out of reverence to 

Christ" (Ephy 5:21). 

So it ‘is that whatever relationship of successful group interaction 

Christian's have, 1% is one which stems from the dynamic of the 

"Conforter"=--for Christ! ‘The following passages fram Paul, to the 

Church, appear nerbinent: 

For he is our peace, and hath mede us both one, Tone broken 
the dividing wall of hostility, by ebolishing in sh the 
of comandments and ordinances, that he might hinself 
new man in place of the two, so making peace, Eph. ecee 
Rather, speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in every 
unto him who is the head, into Gurist, Fras frou whon the whole body... . 
¥hen cach port is OHS makes bi bodily growth end upbuiids 
Tesele in Love (Hoh. 4:i5f.). 
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in this thesis we have dledussed group dynamic's theory es it might 

join tke Church. Tt would be interesting to see a study on this subject 

which cones fron the other direction: How the Christian Church might 

join itself to the use of Group Dynamics! In plainer words, there 

Sppears a need for a study of Scriptural doctrine as it might receive 

practical application to grown dynamics. Ephesians might readily lend 

itself to such an approach and is obviously "loaded" with meny related 

doctrines. 

The nsed for the practical annlicetion of Scriptural doctrine to 

such practical subjects es Group Dynamics may well bé recognized by our 

Church. At least, consideration of this subject would not by eny means 

be unrelated! Tt is also the opinion : othe writer and his advisor that 
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vesearch into the field of Group Dynamies on a mich narrower scale--for 

instance, on a doctrinal basis alone-<night well become the hapoy and 

salutary study of some future Bachelor of Divinity or Master of Sacred 

Theology thesis. 

May the Holy Spirit bless the study and use of this new group 

Science in any future connection 1t may have with the Word o> Goa, in 

church groups. For we know that only He-<thra the Word=-can give perfect 

growsh and blessing to a meeting waich is pleasing to our Father in 

heaven--and that for the sake of Christ, Our Lord! For His sake we also 

should strive! 

"Ye shell receive powex after that the 
Holy Ghost is. cone upon you, and ye 
she2l be my witnesses." 

Acts 1:8 
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